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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Motivation and Literature Review 
The modern form of the operational calculus consists of the use of 
the Laplace transforms* The Laplace transform is a mathematical device 
which not only yields the rules of the operational calculus in the 
straightforward manner, but at the same time demonstrates conditions 
under which the rules are valid. 
In addition, the theory of the Laplace transformation introduces a 
large number of additional rules and methods that are Important in the 
analysis of problems in the wide variety of branches of engineering and 
physics. 
A very extensive literature on the Laplace transforms is currently 
in existence. Among the classical treatments are the books by Doetsch 
and Voelker (1950), and Wldder (1941). Doetsch (1937) contains a 
historical sketch of the Laplace transformation along with an extensive 
bibliography. However, Bateman (1942) pointed out that the method of the 
Laplace transform was first initiated by Poisson (1815). Much of the 
interest in this method was stimulated primarily by Heaviside (1892, 
1894, 1899, 1912, 1922), who developed its earlier concepts and applied 
them successfully to problems dealing with almost every phase of physics 
and applied mathematics. The development of modern concept was due to 
Bromwich (1916, 1919, 1921, 1930) and Wagner (1916), who were among the 
first ones to interpret and to rigorously justify Heaviside's work based 
on contour integration. Carson (1917, 1919) followed Bromwich (1916) and 
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Wagner (1916) by formulating the operational methods on the basis of the 
infinite integral* The methods of Carson (1917, 1919) and Bromwich 
(1916, 1919, 1921) were linked together by Levy (1926) and March (1927) 
as two phases of the more general approach. Van der Pol (1929a, 1929b), 
Doetsch (1943) and many others made a significant contribution in the 
field by summarizing the earlier works into a procedure of solution which 
is known as the method of Laplace transformation. Recently, a brief 
survey on Laplace transform is given by Hirschman and Widder (1965). 
Laplace transform of a function f(t) is commonly defined by the 
integral, 
00 
g(s) = / exp(-st)f(t)dt . 
0 
Various kinds of generalizations of the Laplace transform have appeared 
in the literature. Meijer (1941) and Varma (1951) proposed an extension 
where the kernel exp(-8t) is replaced by Whittaker function W. (st), 
R jiu 
sometimes multiplied by an elementary function of s and t. For 
appropriate values of k and m, the new kernel reduces to exp(-st). 
Laplace transform in two dimensions were Introduced by Van der Pol and 
Niessen (1936). They have been extensively used by Humbert (1936) in his 
study of hypergeometric functionti; by Jaeger (1940) to solve boundary 
value prolems in heat conduction; by Shastri (1934) and by many others. 
More recently, a number of results on multidimensional Laplace transforms 
were proposed by Dahiya (1967, 1975, 1981, 1983, 1985). Even with these 
enormous number of useful applications of Laplace transform a systematic 
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account of general theory of operational calculus using Laplace transform 
of double, triple and higher dimensions needs serious attention, and is 
primarily an aim of this research. 
B. Objectives of the Present Research 
The present research work is devoted to the study of multi­
dimensional Laplace transform with its various applications. The most 
general form of Laplace transform in n dimensions is defined by the 
integral, 
00 00 xi 
F(Sj,82,...,s^) - /•••/ exp(- I Sj^t^)f(tj,t2,...,t^)dtjdt2...dt^ 
0 0 1=1 
where the transform is a function of n variables. 
The usual operational method of solving boundary value problems in 
time and space variables transforms the partial differential equation and 
its boundary conditions with respect to time, the space variables are 
held constant. Then the resulting ordinary or partial differential 
equation is solved by classical means. In this process the transform 
parameter is treated as a constant and the resulting expression is in the 
transform parameter as the single Laplace transform of the desired 
solution which is then obtained by the required inversion. Obviously, 
the use of a single Laplace transformation in this manner is not as 
advantageous as it is in the solution of ordinary differential equations, 
because an ordinary or partial differential equation in the boundary 
value problems with several variables, yet remains to be solved after the 
single transformation. 
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The essential advantage of multiple Laplace transformation approach 
Is that It eliminates the conjunction of classical differential equation 
theory with Laplace transform theory. Thus application of multi­
dimensional Laplace transform to a partial differential equation In n 
real variables transform It to an algebraic equation In n complex 
variables and then Inversion of this transform equation by the use of 
Inversion theorem yields the desired solution. 
The analytical difficulty of evaluating multiple Inverse transforms 
Increases with the number of independent variables, and that requires a 
fairly comprehensive knowledge of contour Integration to effect the final 
solution. However, as multiple transform theory comes into greater use, 
it is expected that transform pairs for the more commonly encountered 
functions of two, three and four variables will be evaluated and compiled 
in standard tables. With such tables available, the actual evaluation of 
the inversion Integral will be fairly easy and the solution of boundary 
value problems in several variables will reduce to a relatively routine 
procedure. 
The primary objective of this dissertation is to develop some 
important theoretical results on multidimensional Laplace transforms. 
Several theorems on the association of variables, a method for calcu­
lating the inverse of n-dimensional Laplace transform, are presented. 
Direct applications of multidimensional Laplace transform to solve 
boundary value problems characterized by partial differential equations 
are also discussed. 
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This Introductory chapter deals with a brief review on literature 
of Laplace transformation and points out the motivation for the current 
research work. Chapter II starts with the definition of Laplace trans­
form In two dimensions, and then discusses Its region of convergence. 
These definitions and the concept of the region of convergence are then 
extended to the case of n-dlmenslonal Laplace transform. Some well 
known theorems and properties of Laplace transforms In two and higher 
dimensions are also Included In this chapter. 
In Chapter III, a number of new and useful theorems on multi­
dimensional Laplace transforms and Inverse multidimensional Laplace 
transform were developed* Proofs of these theorems are explicitly 
shown. Furthermore, in order to justify the validity of these results, 
several examples corresponding to each of these theorems are discussed 
in some detail. 
In certain nonlinear systems analysis (Brilliant 1958, Lubbock 
and Bansal 1969), it becomes necessary to find the inverse of the 
n-dimenslonal Laplace transform and specify the Inverse image at a single 
variable, t. A commonly used technique to obtain the Inverse of the 
multidimensional Laplace transform is known as the association of 
variable. Recently, Chen and Chlu (1973), and Koh (1975) proposed some 
results for the theory of association. In Chapter IV, several new and 
important theorems on the association of variables are developed. A 
number of Illustrative examples are also explicitly presented. 
As direct applications of multidimensional Laplace transform, 
several well known boundary value problems characterized by partial 
6 
differential equation are explicitly solved In Chapter V. These boundary 
value problems Include the flow of electricity In a transmission line, 
semi-Infinite string problem, heat transfer for a thin semi-Infinite 
plate, electrostatic potential, and a temperature distribution for the 
semi-infinite slab problem. 
Chapter VI summarizes the major contributions of this dissertation, 
and provides possible direction for future research in this area. 
Finally, a list of references is included at the end. 
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II. MULTIDIMENSIONAL LAPLACE TRANSORM 
A. Definition and the Region of Convergence for Two Dimensions 
We begin by defining the two dimensional Laplace transform and then 
discuss the region of convergence. 
Let the function f(tj,t2) be a real or complex valued function of 
two real variables, defined In the region R(0< t^ <«, 0 < t^ <<») and 
integrable in the sense of Lebesgue over an arbitrary but finite 
rectangle 
(0 < «1 < ''l- 0 < *2 < V-
For a pair of complex parameters Sj^=»aj + liij and 
Sg = Gg + iWg, the double integral 
T. T-
(2.1) F^s^.SgiT^.Tg) = / / exp(-Sjt^-S2t2)f(tj,t2)dtjdt2 
is said to exist for the class S of all the functions f(t^,t2)> If 
the following conditions are satisfied for at least one point (s^.sg) 
in the plane of two complex dimensions: 
(1) The Integral (2.1) is bounded at the point (9^,82) with 
respect to the variables Tj and T25 i.e., 
(2.2) 1f(8j,S2;TJ,T2)1 < NKSi.Sg) 
for all T^ >0, Tg > 0, where MCs^.Sg) is a positive constant 
independent of T^ and T2. 
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(11) At the point (3^,82) 
llm F(s<jT.|Tn) 
Tj CO i ^ 1 ^ 
Tg + " 
exists and Is equal to Ffs^iSg)* 
We denote this limit by 
(2.3) 2(8^,82) = L[f(tj,t2);Sj,S2] 
00 00 
« / / exp(-8jtj-S2t2)f(tj,t2)dtjdt2 
the Integral (2.3) Is defined as the two dimensional Laplace transform or 
Laplace integral of the function f(tj,t2). 
If the condition (1) and (11) are satisfied simultaneously, we shall 
say that the Integral (2.3) converges boundedly in at least one point 
(s^.sg). If L[f(t^,t2);s^,82] exists, not only for a particular value 
of 8J and 82» but also for every pair of value (s^iSg,) in certain 
associated regions of the complex s^ and Sg planes, then we shall 
call it the two dimensional Laplace transform of f(t^,t2). 
It is known that if 
00 
(2.4) L[f(t);s] = / exp(-8t)f(t)dt 
0 
converges ordinarily, then the section or part integral 
T 
/ exp(-8t)f(t)dt 
0 
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is bounded for all T > 0. For a double Integral, however, the 
corresponding theorem does not hold, that Is, If 
00 00 
(2.5) L[f(tj^,t2);Sj,S2] • / / exp(-s^t^-s2t2)f(t^,t2)dt^dt2 
is ordinarily convergent, we cannot. In general, take the section 
T, T 
/ / exp(-Sjtj-82t2)f(t j,t2)dtj^dt2 
as bounded for all >0, Tg > 0. 
But if we restrict ourselves to absolute convergence of the double 
Laplace integral (2.5), then in that case the above part integral is 
bounded for all >0, Tg > 0. It can be shown that from the 
convergence of (2.5) at any point follows the convergence at 
all other points with Re(s^) > Re(s^Q) and Re(s2) > Re(s2Q). 
Since here we are restricting ourselves to the absolute type of 
convergence, it is evident that the determination of the complex domain 
of absolute convergence depends only on the real values of s^ and 
3 2» For the accurate domain of absolute convergence, we may utilize the 
following observation due to Doetsch and Voelker (1950) obtained in the 
theory of two dimensional Laplace integral (2.5). 
If (2.5) converges absolutely at least for a pair of values s^, S2 
then in general there is no unique pair of convergence half-planes but a 
whole family of "Associated Convergence half-planes" in the following 
sense: 
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For a real > Aj there exists definite monotonie decreasing 
functions s^ = and s^ - a^CSg) for s^ > A^. Aj denotes the 
number separating all real s^'s Into two classes C and D, where the 
class C contains those s^ for which there Is at least one real S2 
such that (2.5) converges for (s^,s2), and the class D contains 
those s^'s for which no S2 exists. A2 has analogous definition to 
Aj but defined with respect to S2. In special cases A^ and A^ be 
- ». If one chooses a real s^q > A^ and considers the half plane 
Re s^ > Sj^Q then the complex 82 values, which together with these 
sj's give the absolute convergence of (2.5), constitute the whole half 
plane Re s^ > Similarly, the half plane Re s^ > s^g > Ag 
together with the half plane Re s^ > <*^(820^ gives convergence of 
(2.5). *2(^10^ called the convergence abscissa of S2 and "*1(^20^ 
Is called the convergence abscissa of s^. The whole domain of 
convergence of (2.5) is obtained by varying s^g and s20 and every 
point (Sj,S2) for which (2.5) converges lies at least in one pair of 
associated convergence half planes. 
The complete analysis of the convergence of this integral transform 
depends on the theory of Lebesgue integration as given in Bernstein and 
Coon (1953) in great detail. 
B. Theorems and Properties for Two Dimensions 
The inversion formula for the two dimensional Laplace transform can 
be formally derived as follows. Suppose 
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(2.6) F^s^.tg) = L[f(tj^,t2);8J = / exp(-Sjtj)f(tj,t2)dtj 
Then 
00 
(2.7) F(Sj,S2) - L[f(tj,t2);8j,82] - l[f exp(-8jtj)f(tj,t2)dtj;82] 
= / exp(-82t2){/ exp(-8jtpf(tj,t2)dtJdt2 
If we now reverse the process, we have, from the theory of the one 
dimensional Laplace transform 
. c'+1" 
(2.8) ^^®1'*^2^ ° 2ïrrF(8j,82)exp(s2t2)ds2 
c'-l« 
and 
. c+l» 
(2.9) f(ti,t2) " 2^ï / F(Sj^,t2)exp(Sjtj^)dSj 
c-l» 
. c+l" . C ' +1" 
. F(8j,s2)exp(82t2)ds2}exp(s^tpd8^ 
C-i* c'-1» 
^ c+i« c'+loo 
» / / F(s,,s,)exp(s,t,+8,t,)ds,ds, 
Att c-l" c'-l« z i i z i 
where -ir < arg s^ < ir and -ir < arg 82 < m. The function F(s^,s2) Is 
assumed to be analytic In some right half planes Re (s^) > a. 
Re (Sg,) >0 with c > o, c' > 3. These assumptions play an Important 
role in the formal application of this integral transform to the solution 
of boundary value problems. The inversion of F(s^,82) into the 
original f(tj^,t2) can, in simple problems, be accomplished by iterative 
inversions; that is, first inverting F(s^,s2) with respect to Sj 
(or 82) to obtain F(t^,S2) (or F(s^,t2)), and then 
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Inverting this with respect to (or Sj) to obtain We 
state the following theorems. 
Theorem 2.1 Suppose that the function has first order partial 
derivatives and mixed second order partial derivative and that we can 
find positive constants Q, a, g such that for all 0 < t^itg < " 
Ifft^.tg)! < Q expCat^+gtg) and < Q expCat^+gtg). 
Then If 
(2.10) E^s^.sg) " f f exp(-S2t2-8^tj)f(tj^,t2)dtjdt2 
we have 
(2.11) f^t^.tg) 
c+lw, c'+iw„ 
lira —-—r / ^ exp(s„t-+s,t,)F(s,,s,)d8,ds, 
Wj CO (2nl)^ c-lwj c'-lWg ^ ^ i 1 i ^ 
Wg + " 
The theorem on convolutions, which Is well known for one dimensional 
Laplace transform, may be extended to the two dimensional case. 
Theorem 2.2 If at the point (s^.sg) the Integral 
00 00 
(2.12) FJ(SJ,82) " f f exp(-82t2-Sjtj^)fj^(tj^,t2)dt2dtj 
is boundedly convergent, and the Integral 
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(2.13) ^2(81,82) = / / exp(-S2t2-8jtj)f2(tj,t2)dt2dtj 
is absolutely convergent, then FCs^iSg) • Fj(sj,S2)F2(8j»S2) Is the 
Laplace transform of the function 
t, t„ 
(2.14) f(tj^,t2) = / / fj(t^-ç, t2-n)f2(Ç»n)dÇdn 
where double asterisk denotes the double convolution with respect to 
t^ and t2. In doing boundary value problems we shall also need the 
convolution with respect to tj alone, which is 
t, 
r 
0 
t. .
(2.15) fi(ti,t2) fgXt^.tg) = / fj(Ç,t2)f2(tj-Ç, t2)dÇ 
and t2 alone 
^2 . . N _ r^2 (2.16) fj(tj,t2) * f2(tj,t2) = / fj(tj,Ti)f2(tj,t2-n)dn 
The existence of the transform of a function in two variables does 
not imply the existence of transforms of its derivatives. However, if 
these transforms exist, then they can be found in the same way as in the 
one dimensional case. Here we need to know a greater number of initial 
values. If 
f(tj,0) = h(tj), f(0,t2) = 8(^2) 
3f(tj,t2) 
-It^-
3f(t,,t_) I 
14 
and If their respective one dimensional Laplace transforms are H(s^), 
6(82), Hj(8j) and G^Csg) then 
(2.17) LffCt^.tgiis^.Sg] "  f  f  exp(-82t2-Sjtpf(tj,t2)dt2dtj 
= FCs^.Sg) 
(2 .18)  
(2.19) 
(2 .20)  
(2 .21)  
"i 
rS^f 1 L[—2 ; 8 ,8 ] 9t^ 
s^E/s^.Sg) - 0(82) 
s^s^s^isg) - 8^0(82) - G^Osg) 
S2F(SJ,82) - H(s^) 
SgF^s^.Sg) - S2H(sp - H^(s^) 
Partial derivatives of the transforms are obtained by taking 
derivatives with respect to the parameter sj and 82. 
(2 .22 )  
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
3F(Sj,S2) 
38*! 
ap^s^.sg) 
98% 
L[-tj 
L[-t, 
f(t^,t2); 8^,82] 
f(t]^»t2)» ®2»®2l 
3 F(Si,S2) ^ 
-JJ-JJ— = LftjtjfCti.tj); Si»»;] etc. 
Some additional operational properties of the Integral transform 
(2.3) are stated below for future references. 
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Theorem 2.3 If a,b > 0 are constants then 
(2.25) LtfUtj.btp, SjSj] . ^ r(i'- , 
Also, It follows Immediately that 
(2.26)  
t, t 
s^.Sg] = abFCas^.bSg) 
If we define a two dimensional "step" function by 
(2.27) S(tj-a, tg-b) 
1 tj > a, tg > b 
0 tj < a and/or tg < b 
then we can formulate two translation theorems. 
Theorem 2.4 If L[f(tpt2); s^iSg] " E^s^fSg) then for any pair of real 
constants a,b > 0 
(2.28) L[f(tj-a, t2-b)S(tj-a, tg-b); s^.sg] 
= exp(-b82-aSj)F(Sj^,S2) • 
Proof: L[f(tj-a, t2-b)S(t^-a, t2-b); 8^,82] 
/ / exp(-S2t2-Sjtpf(t^-a, t2-b)S(t^-a, t2-b)dt^dt2 
/ / exp(-S2t2-8^tj^)f(t^-a, t2-b)dt^dt2 
b a 
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Let tj • tj - a and t^ = t^ - b; then 
/ / exp(-S2t2-Sjtj)f(tj-a,t2-b)dtj^dt2 
b a 
expC-bs^-aSj)/ / expC-Sgt^-s^t^f(tJ ,tpdt'dt^ 
= exp(-bs2-a8j)F(sj,S2) • 
Theorem 2.5 If L[f(tj,t2); 8^,82] = F(s^,s2) then for any pair of real 
constants a,b > 0 
(2.29) L[exp(-bt2-atj)f(tpt2); 8^,82] = FCs^+a, 82+b) . 
C. Definition and Region of Convergence for n-Dimensions 
The multiple Laplace transform relates a function f(tj,t2 t^) 
of the n independent real variables, t^, t2 t^, to a function 
F(8j^,S2, • «. »8^) of the n independent complex variables 
s J, 82» ..., 8^ through the equation: 
(2.30) L[f[t,t2»• •. »t^); s^,s2>.«« >s^] 
00 00 00 
I I  — I  ^ '«''•'nVViVi-— 
>f(tj,t2,... ,t^)dtj^dt2...dt^ 
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» F(Sj,S2,...,S^) . 
The function defined by (2.30) Is termed as the multiple Laplace 
transform of f(t^,t2 t^). 
Conversely, If the multiple Laplace transform Is known, Its Inverse 
Is given by the multiple Inversion Integral: 
(2*31) f (t ,t2 > • • • >t^) 
^ n ^ ^ "'f exp(8 t +...+S t ) 
(2nl) Br Br Br 
•F(Sj,S2,...,s^)dSj...d8^ . 
Here Br designates the appropriate Bromwlch contour In the plane of 
Integration* 
In the case of multidimensional Laplace transform, convergence of 
(2.30) at the point (SjQ,S2g,* *•,s^q) does not Imply the boundedness of 
the section 
Ti Tg T 
/ / .../ exp(-s^t^-...-s^t^)f(t^ t2,...,t^)dt^dt2...dt^ 
for all > 0, 1 = 1,2,...,n, n > 2. Hence for the existence of a 
double or n-dlmenslonal Laplace Integral we shall have to consider the 
bounded convergence of the Laplace Integral (2.30) at the point 
^®10'®20'"*'®nO^* (2.30) converges absolutely In the complex half 
planes, Re (s^) > Re (Sjq)» •••» Re (s^) > Re(s^Q) we have 
18 
(2.32) F(8jq,S2Q, •• • ,S^Q;TJ^,T2, ... ,T^) 
T, T 
1 z n 
< / •••/ |exp(-8notn"'''"Slotl)f(tl't2 t^)| 
dt.dt_...dt_ 1 / n 
so the Laplace Integral is boundedly convergent at the point 
^®10'®20''*''®nO^* Moreover, our discussion will Involve the process of 
the change in the order of integrations of the multiple integrals and 
their conversion to repeated integrals. For the justification of these 
processes we take recourse to a theorem due to Fublni as modified from 
the enunciation, given by Carlson (1977). 
Theorem 2.6 (due to Fublni) Let R , R be two Euclidean spaces; 
————— m n 
(Xj,X2,»..>Xjjj) being in R^ and (*m+i»***»*ni+n^ being in R^; so 
that (xj^,x2,...,xjjj,x^^j,...,xjjj^) 
1 < m < n (> 2) (a) and (b) imply (c). 
Ls in R . . Then for 
m+n 
(a) f(x,,x„,...,x , ) is a function of x,,...,x , summable and 
1 z m+n 1 m 
Lebesgue measurable in R^ with respect to (xj,...,x^) for almost all 
^^m+l"-*'^m+n^ \' 
(b) f(xj,x2,....x^_^_^) is a function of *„+!>••• summable and 
Lebesgue measurable in R with respect to (x ,...,x . ) for almost 
n m+J. m+n 
19 
all (x,,...,x ) In R . i m m 
<=> I  «"l ^"m+n 
m+n 
"  n /  f(Xl'''''*m+n)dXm+l'''dXm+n]4*l'''dXm 
m n 
"  I  f(Xl Xm+n)dXi'''4Xm]dXm+l'''dXm+n ' 
n m 
the Integrals Involved being taken In the Lebesgue sense. The following 
extension of Fublnl's theorem also holds* 
If |f(x,y)| Is summable over a measurable domain E, of Infinite 
measure, then 
/ f(x,y)d(x,y) 
E 
Is equal to either of the repeated Integrals of f(x,y) taken over E. 
In our discussion we shall therefore take two or more dimensional 
Laplace Integral (2>30) in the Lebesgue sense and the following shall 
determine the exact domain of its absolute convergence. Let 
Sj = Gj + iTj and Sjq = <Tjq + iTjQ, i = ; and let the 
n-dimensional Laplace Integral (2.30) be absolutely convergent at 
(»10'»20 =no)' 
n n n 
|exp(-^%^Sjtj)| = exp(-^I^Ojtj) < expC-^I^ffj^t^) 
for Oj > ffjQ, j = l,2,...,n (> 2), that is 
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SO that by the comparison test, the Laplace Integral (2.30) is absolutely 
convergent for Re Sj > Re s^q, j = l,2,...,n (> 2). Now let the 
multiple Laplace integral (2.30) be absolutely convergent when 
(8j,S2,...,s^) are real and assume the fixed value ^®io'®20'" *'®n0^* 
Then the integral (2.30) with s^ = s^^q for i 2 j,k must evidently 
absolutely convergent with respect to real (j * k) when they 
assume fixed values s^q and s^g respectively. So when 8j,s^ are 
complex, the values of Sj,8^ for which the integral (2.30) is 
absolutely convergent with respect to 8^,8^, must be determined by 
either of the following pair of half-planes or by both the pairs; 
be 
(2.33) 
and 
(2.34) 
Ra (Sj) > Sjo ^ 
Re (8%) > 0^(8jg) 
Re (Sj) > «j (Sj^q) 
(»k) > *kO > A k 
where for real Sj > the function s^ = a^/Sj) represents a 
monotonie decreasing function in the (sj,s^^ plane and «^(s^q) is the 
convergence abscissa of s^ with respect to the n-dimensional Laplace 
integral. The function Sj = aj(8^), for s^ > (s^ being real 
now), is such that Gjfs^g) represents the convergence abscissa of s^ 
in the (sj,s^^ plane. Giving now, to j, the value 1 and to k, 
the values 2,3,...,n, we obtain from (2.33) and (2.34) a set of n 
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real numbers ®io'®20'" *'°nO which the Laplace integral (2.30) 
is absolutely convergent* The domain of the complex values of 
s^.sg s^, for which the integral is absolutely convergent, is the 
portion of the complex n-dlmenslonal space cut out by either of the 
following sets of n half-planes or by both the sets. 
and 
r Re (s^) > SjQ > Aj 
Re (Sg) > OgCsiq) 
^ Rfi (8„) > a„(8io) 
' Re (Sj) > maxfa^CSgQ) o^Cs^Q)] 
Re (Sg) > ®20 ^ ^ 2 
^ ^  (=n) > =nO > \ ' 
Then there will be (n-1) other such pairs of domains and each pair of 
domain represents a family of such domains in which the Laplace integral 
(2.30) is absolutely convergent. They are obtained by giving j and k 
the following sets of values. 
j = 2, k " 1,3,4,...,n 
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Let (Aj.Ag,..•,A^ ) represents the set of points (s^ .sg s^ ) 
satisfying the condition Re(Sj^ ) > A^ , Re (Sg) > A^ , 
Re (Sj^ ) > A^ , and let D(A^ ,A2,.«*,A^ ) be its interior. In particular, 
D(0,0,.«.,0) or simply D will represent the set of points 
(Sj,S2,...|8^ ) satisfying Re (sy) >0, j = For our 
convenience let us assume that the curves Sj = OjCsj^ ) and s^  = «^ (Sj) 
in real (Sj,Sj^ ) plane are respectively parallel to the s^  and Sj 
axes. Thus we obtain a single domain D(A^ ,A2,...,A^ ) as the domain in 
which (s^ ,s2 s^ ) should lie in order that the Laplace integral 
(2.30) may be absolutely convergent at (Sj^ jSg,... ,s^ ). We shall 
therefore take DCA^ .Ag,..•,A^ ) as the domain of convergence of the 
n-dlmensional Laplace integral. 
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III. THEOREMS ON MULTIDIMENSIONAL LAPLACE TRANSFORM 
A. Laplace Transform In n-Dlmenslons 
In the previous chapter we have defined the n-dlmenslonal Laplace 
transform and discussed the region of convergence. All the theorems and 
properties In Section B of Chapter II can be extended similarly to more 
than two variables. Some of the transforms of the functions In one 
variable effectively enabled us to find new transforms of functions of 
n-varlables. 
In this chapter, we will derive a number of Important and useful 
results of multidimensional Laplace transform. Several examples showing 
the validity of our results are also Included. 
Theorem 3.1 Suppose (1) L[f(t);3] = g(s) 
(11) L[F(t);s] = g(/s) 
and (ill) L[t^ f(t);8] = (s) for j = l,2,...,n+l (n > 2) and let 
f(t), F(t), t'^ f(t) be continuous and absolutely Integrable In the 
Interval (0,")« Then 
/tjt2...t„ F[(-J- + j 
(3.1) L[ 
—— + ... 
^2 n 
' '^ 2'* * * 
n 
" gn+l 
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n 
+ ( I I zip + ( I /S^ 8,8j^ 3H^ ( I 
i.j-l  ^^   ^1=1  ^ I,j,k-1  ^  ^ * 1=1  ^
KJ l<j<k 
n 
+ ... + /8j82«»»»s  ^^ n+1^  I /s^ ] for n = 2,3,4,... 
provided the Integral on the left exista as an absolutely convergent 
Integral In each of the variables. 
Proof ; We first show the validity of the theorem for n = 2 and 
n = 3. Then we will generalize the result to n-dlmenslons. 
00 
From (1) we have gCs) = / exp(-8t)f(t)dt. Using a result shown in 
0 
Roberts and Kaufman (1966), we get 
(3.2) g(/s) = —^  L[t f u exp(-•^ )f(u)du ; s] 
2/ir 0 
Thus from (1) and (11), It follows 
(3.3) F(t) = —^  / u exp(-•^ )f(u)du . 
2/? c 0 4t 
Step A; Replacing  ^by In (3.3) 
ti tg 
+ 1 " 1 
Step B; Multiplying both sides of (3.4) by /t^ t^  exp(-s^ t^ -s2t2) and 
integrating with respect to tj and t2 over the positive quarter 
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plane, we obtain 
(3.5) / / (i_ + i_)3/2 
, " " " 2 . . 
- — / / expC-Siti-Sgtgy/tit, {/ u exp[- %- (p- + H] 
2/n 0 0 1 1  ^z i  ^ Q 4 c 1 2^ 
•f(u)du}dt^ dtg 
Changing the order of Integration (which Is permissible by Fublnl's 
theorem on account of absolute convergence), we have on the right hand 
side 
00 0» 2 0» 2 
/ uf(u){/ /t. exp(- ^  - s t )dt,}{/ /t7 exp(- ^  -s-t^ ldt.jdu 
2/if 0 0  ^  ^  ^  ^ 0 4 4 4 
Step Ci The use of a result In Roberts and Kaufman (1966) on the Inner 
Integrals yields the right hand side of (3.5) as 
/ uf(u){-î^  (l + u/sHs"^ '^  ^exp(-u/8T)} 
2/if 0  ^  ^  ^  ^
• {^ r (l + u/sHs.^ '^  ^exp(-u/s^ }du 2 / 2  
— 2 00 
—^  (-7) (SiSo) / exp[-u(/s, + /s,)](l + u/sT)( 1+ u/s^ uf(u)du 
2 /7 ^ ^  ^  0  i .  i .  L Z 
 ^(s^ sg) ! exp[-u(/sY + /sp][l+ u(/sY + /s^  + uVs"^  ] 
•uf(u)du 
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~ (s^ sg) exp[-u(/Sj^  + •s^ ]uf(u)du 
+ (/s^  + /âp / exp[-u(/8j + /s^ u^ f(u)du 
+ /s^ sg / exp[-u(/8j + /s^ Ju f(u)du] 
(s^ Sg) + •âp + (/s^  + 52(^ 1^ •*• 
+ Hg(/s^  + /sg)] by using (iii). 
Now the left hand side of (3.5) is 
(I . I \3/2 ' ®1'®2 ] 
Hepce we have proved the theorem for n = 2. 
To prove the theorem for n = 3, we replace -J* by ~ + 
 ^ 1^ 2 3 
in Step A, and in Step B we multiply both sides by 
/t^ tgtg eXpC-S^ t^ -Sgtg-Sgtg) 
and tg over the interval (0 
after the integration, we get 
and then integrate with respect to t^ , t 
,00) for each variable. Finally in Step 
the expression on the right hand side as, 
(SjSgSg)"^ /^  / exp[-u(/sj + /sg + /s^  ] (l+u/Fj] ( l+u/s^  
( l+u/s^  uf (u)du 
00 
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Observe the product 
(l + u/8^ (l + u/s^ (l + u/s^  
» [l + u(/Sj + /s^  + uf/s^ sgjfl + u/s^  
- 1 + u(/sj" + /sj + /s^  + U^ f/s^ sg + /SgSg + /s^ sgj + U^ /^s^ SgSg] 
Therefore, we can prove that 
:[(ir +1 + tr'l 
(3.6) L[ , 1 1 >3/2 ' ®1'®2'®3 ] 
= (Sj8283)"^ ^^ [Hj(/iY + /s^  + /7^  
+ (/Sj^  + /Sg + /SgjHgf/S^  + / Sg + /s^  
+ (/S^ Sg + /SgSg + /8^ Sg)Hg(/8^  f /S^  f /s^  
+ /s^ SgSg H^ C/s^  + /Tg + /s^ ] 
Assuming that the theorem Is true for n = m, we will show its 
validity for n = m + 1 as follows. 
1 1 
Replacing — by ][ — in Step A, and multiplying, by 
 ^ 1=1 *^ 1 
/t^ tg'.'t^ ^^  ®*P^ ~®1*'1~®2^ 2~***~®m+l*'m+l^  ® and then integrating 
with respect to t j^ ,t2, • » • over the Interval (0,«) for each 
variable, we get the right hand expression, in Step C, as 
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(3.7) / exp[-u( \ /^ ] H (l + u/sH 
2/if  ^ 1 ^  n Q 1=1 1 1=1 ^ 
(1 + uf(u)du . 
Since the product, 
m 
n (l + u/s7)fl + u/s .,j 
1=1 1 m+1^  
[l + u( I /S7) + u( I /s 8 j + U^( \ /s s 8. J 
1=1 ^ l,j=l ^ J l,j,k=l ^ J ^ 
Kj l<j<k 
+ ... + U /8jS2...8j(l + u/i^ 
m+1 „ m+1 - m 
1 + u( i /s^  + u ( \ /s^ sj + u ( % /SiS.s^ J 
1=1 l,j"l ^ l,j,k=l ^ ^ 
Kj l<j<k 
m+1, 
+ ... +U /8i82...S^+i , 
the above expression In (3.7) becomes, 
m/2 m+1 m+1 m+1 
7m+2 ^ ®l®2"*®m+l^  
I 1=1 1=1 1=1 
n m+1 m+1 m+1 
+ ( I /s 8 JH ( I /i^  + ( \ /s 8 8j^ JH^ ( I 
l , j = l  ^  J  ^  1 = 1  ^  l , j , k = l  ^  J  ^ 1 = 1  ^  
Kj Kj<k 
m+1 
+ ... + (/Si82...8n+i)H^ +2( %/;%)] 
l = i 
Hence the theorem Is true for any finite value of n. 
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Examples based on Theorem 3.1. We now present some direct applications 
of the Theorem 3.1. Initially we consider applications on some functions 
of n variables and obtain their transforms in n variables. As these 
functions and their transform functions are usually very complex in 
nature, we will also consider functions having only two variables and 
their corresponding transforms. 
Example 3.1 Let f(t) = sin at, then g(s) "22 * ^G(s) > |lm a| 
s +a 
2 2 
and F(t) = a exp(-a t), provided Re (s) > -Re(a )« To obtain the 
transform in n-dimension, we find L[t^ f(t);s] = 
-
Hj(s) • j! (s +a ) sin[(j+l)tan (j)]» j being a positive 
integer. Then from (3.1), we get, 
/t^ t^ TTTÇ exp[-a^ (-^  + +...+ -~) 1] 
(3.8) L[ 3/2^  » ] 
(f-+i- +... 
1^ 2^ n 
n-1 
Z a 
• sin[2 tan  ^  ^ — ] 
/s, +/s_ +...+ /s i z n 
+ ( ! /S7)2!((/rr+ 
1-1 1 i  ^ n 
• sin[ 3 tan  ^  ^ ] 
/s ,+ /Srt+» • •+ /s 1 z n 
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2 .  2 , - 2  + ( I /s 8 J31{(/8,+ /S2+...+ /sD +a } 
i,j-l  ^J  ^  ^ Il 
i<j 
sln[ 4 tan -1 
/sT+ /s-+...+ / s 
1 6 n 
] 
2^  2,-5/2 + ( I »'8p3n4l{(/8,+ /8-+...+/in +a } 
i<j<k 
• 8in[ 5 tan - 1  
/8.+ /Sq+...+ /8 i z n 
] 
+ ••• + /SjS2*»«s^  (n+l)!{(/sj+ /s2+««'+ /s^ J +a } 
n+2 
2 . 2 ,  2  
8in[ (n+2)tan ^  — 
/s,+ /s„+...+ /s JL z n 
] ]  .  
Example 3.2 Let f(t) = cos at, then g(s) 
8= + a: 
, Re (s) > llm a| 
and F(t) = —^  •j ; -a^ t], provided Re (s) > 0 and 
/ïrit 
Re (-a^ ) > 0. j^ Fj[a;c;x] is called the Kummer Function and is equal to 
" C \ I f n  TTT • Again to obtain the transforms in n-dimension, we find 
n=0 ^  ' 
H. (s) = j!(s^ 4a^ )  ^co8[(j+l)tan ^  f-], j being a positive integer. 
J 8 
Then 
_ j+1 
-1 ai 
(3.9) 
fl 1 ' 1 \ 2 ' "® (t. t. t ) ®1'®2 ®n  ^
t^~ t~ F"J " 
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• cos[ 2 tan -1 
/s,+ /s«+.*.+ /s 1 z n 
+ ( Î/T) 2H(/îr+/?:+.. 
1=1 1  ^  ^ " 
co8[ 3 tan ^  —— — ] 
/s,+ /s„+..,+ /s 1 z n 
2 .  2 i - 2  
+ ( I /s.s.) 3!{(/s,+ /s„+...+ /in +a } 
i,j-l  ^J  ^  ^ " 
±<i 
• cos[ 4 tan  ^ ] 
/s,+ /s_+.,.+ /8 
i z n 
2^ „2i-5/2 
+ (  I  41|(/8 + / s  + . . .+  /sH +a }  
l,j,k=l  ^^  ^  1 z n 
l<j<k 
• C08 [ 5 tan"^  ._ — ] 
/a,+ /s„+t..+ /s 
X z n 
n+2 
2 .  2 i  2  
+ ••• +/8jS2««»8^  (n+1)!{(/s/Sg+e••+ /s^ J +a } 
• cos[ (n+2) tan  ^ ] 1 . 
/s,+ /8„+...+ /a i z n 
We can now conveniently apply Theorem 3.1 to derive the two 
dimensional Laplace transform pairs for some functions with only two 
variables and they are discussed as follows. 
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Example 3.3 Consider the function f(t) " 6(t-l) then 
2 
g(s) • expC-as), a > 0. F(t) = —â— t exp(- and 
2/7 
Hj(s) - a^  expC-as) for j = 1,2,3. 
Hence by Theorem 3.1 with n » 2, we get. 
,1 . 1 \3/2 ' ®1'®2 ] 
8 (8I82)"^ ''^ [HI(/8Y+ /s^  + (/Si+ /S^ H2(/sj+ /S^  
+ /s^ sg Hg(/sY+ /^ ] 
By direct use of F(t) and Hj(s) in (3.1) yields, 
2 
(3.10) L[/t^  exp[-I" (— + —)]; Sj^ ,S2] 
.-3/2 
J (s^ sg) exp[-a(/sj^ + /sgjjfl + a(/s^ + /s^  + a /s^ sgj, 
which is a well-known result. This proves the validity of the theorem. 
Example 3.4 Consider f(t) = t^  then g(s) =» » Re (v) > -1 
s 
v-l 
and Re (s) > 0, F(t) = (t) ^ and H.(s) = , 
j = 1,2,3. We obtain the transform from (3.1) as 
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(3.11) L[  ^; 8 ,s ] 
'k-r' 
with Re (v) > -1 and Re (/sY+ /s^  > 0. 
Example 3.5 Let f(t) = e then g(s) = , Re (s) > -Re (a) 
F(t) = — a exp(a^ t) Erfc(a/t) and H (s) - for 
/itt ^ (s+a)^  
j " 1,2,3. The transform is 
r 1 rl_ ^  1 1^/2 (3.12) L[ 3/2 [ 77 (t: +1;) 
it: +1:) 
1 2 
- a exp[a^ (^ - + •^ )~^ ]Erfc[a(:^ .+ ^ -)"^ ^^ ]] ; s.,s ] 
t i  t g  t g  I d  
/i , 2(/s-+ /;;) ^ 
' (/i7+ /5J+ a)^  (/Î7+ a) (/^ + af 
with Re (/sY+ /s^ ) > -Re a. 
"â t 1 Example 3.6 Suppose f(t) = te , then g(s) r , 
(s+a) 
Re (s) > -Re (a). 
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F(t) = 1 - + (l-2a^ t)exp(a^ t)[Erf(a/t)-l] 
/ir 
provided Re (s) > 0 If Re (a) > 0 
Re (s) > Max{0, Re(a^ )} If Re (a) < 0 
and H.(s) • L for j = 1,2,3. 
 ^ (s+a)^ ^^  
We obtain the transform 
/t,t, _ , , -1/2 
2 2 
k ' k  k * k  
/7 («1=2'"^ '^  3(/Si + /Jp 12/8j82 
-  4 , ^  ^  , 3  [ '  +  , ,  1 .  
(/s^ + /Sg* a) (/s^ t /S2+ a) (/s^ f /sg* a) 
Re (/s^ + /s^ ) > -Re (a). 
Theorem 3.2 Consider (1) L[f(t) ; s] = g(s) 
(11) 
and (111) L[t^  f(t) ; s] 
and let f(t), G(^ ), t^ f(t) be continuous and absolutely Integrable on 
the Interval (0,»). Then 
; s] = -2 g(/s) 
/s 
= Hj(s) for j = 1,2,...,n, n > 2 
(3.14) L[ 
^^ 1^ 2''"^ n + -^  +• • •+ -p) 
(•^ + -^ +•••+ ^) 
^1 ^2 n 
1/2 ®l'®2'***'®n ^  
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n—1 
i - i -  ( » 1 « 2 — Î  ^  •  C  ?  ^  
2"  ^  ^ " 1-1  ^ 1-1  ^ 1 1=1  ^
+ ( I /spnH ( I /Z] +... 
l,j-l  ^ 1-1 
i<i 
n 
+ (/8,8-...8 JH ( I /s7)], for n - 2,3,4,... 
^ " 1=1 1 
provided the Integral on the left exlst8 as an absolutely convergent 
Integral In each of the variables. 
Proof t This theorem can be proved directly for n-dimenslons. 
From (1), we have g(s) - / exp(-st)f(t)dt. Now using a result in 
0 
Roberts and Kaufman (1966), we have 
(3.15) = — L[t / 6xp[- ^ ]f(u)du ; s] . 
/s /ïï 0 
So, from (1) and (11), we get 
(3.16) / exp[- ^  (:^ )]f(u)du . 
Replacing i by + ... + in (3.16), it follows, 
 ^ 2^ n 
+ i: +---+ ir-) , - 2 , , 
 ^- — f exp[-7- (p- + T- +...+ T-|]f(u)do' 
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Multiplying both sides of (3.17) by /t^ tg.'.t^  exp[-8j^ t^ -S2t2-.• .-s^ t^  
and integrating with respect to t,, t„, t over the interval 
1 £ n 
(0,"), we obtain 
00 00 oo 
(3.18) / / .../ exp[-8 t -s t -...-s t ] 
0 0 0 i I  ^^  n n 
172 dtldtz'-'dtn 
(ir + i: i-) 
00 CO 
 ^/ .../ exp[-Sjtj-S2t2-...-s„tJ/tit2...t^  
CO 2 
• {/ ®*p[" (t + ^+...+•:^ -)]f'(u)du}dt-dt,.. dt 
0  ^ 2^ n 1  ^ n 
By changing the order of integration on the resulting right hand 
integral, as permissible by Fubini's theorem on account of absolute 
convergence, we have 
(3.19) - p  / f(u){/ /FT exp(-- s t )dt } 
0 0  ^ ^^ 1 i A i 
« _ 2 
. {/ •t2 exp(- ^  - 82t2)dt2} 
2 
...{/ /r exp(-^ -s^ tJdtJdu 
Evaluating the inner integrals on the expression above by a result in 
Roberts and Kaufman (1966), we get 
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(3.20) — / f(u){^  exp(-0/8^ )} 
/ir 0 
. s;3/2(l + u/î;)expC-u/ïg} 
+ u/i^ expC-u/s^ Jdu 
-: (% / exp[-u(/sj+/S2+...+ 
/tt 0 
• (1 + u/ïï^Cl + u/sp...(l + u/s^f(u)du 
n—1 
2 , 0» 
 ^exp[-u(/sj+ /S2+...+ /s^ l 
• (1 + u/Sjj(l + u/SgJ.. (1 + u/s^ f(u)du 
n-1 
(siS2'''Sn)f (l + u(/iY+ /^+. .+ 
+ I /s s J + u^ ( I 
l,j"l  ^^  l,j,k=l  ^  ^
Kj i<j<k 
n 
+ ... + u (/s,s....s )}exp[-u % /sHf(u)du 
1=1 
n-1 
( s  s  . . . s  y"3/2 II f(u)exp[-u l /sTjdu 
2" 0 1=1  ^
n » n 
+ ( I /sT) / uf(u)exp[-u l /s^ du 
1=1 ^0 1=1 
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+ C I /s.8,J/ u f(u)exp[-u I /s^  
i,j-l JQ 1=1  ^
Kj 
du 
n 
+ ... + (/8.8_...s%]/ u"f(u)exp[-u X /sTldu 
 ^ " 0 i-1  ^
n—1 
i-l (sis2-=„)'''^[e( ! /^P+C % [ ? /sp 
2"  ^" 1 = 1 i 1 1 1=1  ^
+ ( I /s 8 jH ( I 
i,.1=l  ^J  ^1=1 1 
Kj 
+ ... + •SjS2...8^  ' 
and the left hand side of (3.18) Is 
1^ 2 n 
•'®n ^  
Hence the theorem Is proved. 
Examples based on Theorem 3. 2. In order to show the applicability of 
Theorem 3.2, we now generate some functions with n variables and 
calculate their transforms. Finally, for the sake of simplicity, we 
transforms for functions containing only two variables. 
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Example 3.7 Let f(t) • sin at, then g(s) =  ^^ , Re (s) > |lm a| 
s +a 
g(^ ) - -i exp[-a^ (-^ ) ^ ]Erf[la(~) Re (s) > Max {O, Re (-a^ )}. 
For the transform in n-dimension, we find 
_ j+1 
Hj(s) = j!(8^ +a^ )  ^8in[(j+l)tan Hf")]» J being a positive integer. 
Then 
(3.21) L[ , / "i 1/2 exp[-a^ (^  + -^ +...+ f-)'^ ] 
Ir-+ r-+•••+-r-J 1 2 n 
1^ 2^ n 
•  E r f [ i a ( - i -  + ;  8 ^ , 8 2 , . . .  , 8 ^  ]  
12 n 
n-1 
" ,2. 2i-l 
+ ( I »^ )[(»^ + /s +...+ /sH +a ]' 
j„l J i  ^ n 
sin [2 tan ——— ] 
/s1+ /Srt+.••+ /s i 6 n 
+ ( I 8^ s.J2l[(/8,+ /sT+...+ 
j,k=l J 1 n 
j<k 
• sin [3 tan ^   ^ — ] 
/s^ f /82+...+ /8^  
2 .  2 i - 2  
+ ( I ''s sj^ s )3![(/8.+•8,+...+/in +a ] 
j,k,&=l ]  ^ n 
j<k<A 
. sin [4 tan  ^  ^ ] 
/s,+ /s.+...+ /s i / n 
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n+1 
+ ••• +/sYs^ TTTs^  nl[(/8j^ +/s2+» • +^  
sin [(n+l)tan ^  —— — ]]• 
/s,+ /s.+...+ /s 1 z n 
Example 3.8 Let f(t) = cos at, then g(s) - _ ; Re(a) > |lm (a)], 
s +a 
G(p) = exp[-a^ (p) ^ ], Re 8 > Re a^ , and 
2 2 -
Hj(s) = j!(s +a )  ^coa[(j+l)tan ^  j], j being a positive integer. 
Then 
(3.22) 
/t,t-...t 
.1 . + /l .1/2 exp[-a2(^ + -^+...+ f-)-^]; s ,s ,...,g ] 
I t "  T "  t " )  1 2  n  
•1 "2 n 
n-1 
2 , .-3/2 
IT (S^S^.-.S^) 
2'^[(/i7+ /iJ+...++ a^] 
•[( I + cos [2 tan'l —— =: ]) 
1=1 /s,+ /s„+...+ /s 
1 £ n 
+ ( % /s.8.) 21[(/a,+ /s„+...+ /3~)^ +a^ ] 
l,j"l  ^J  ^ -? 
i<j 
• cos [3 tan-1 ——f ] 
/s.+ /Srt+«••+ /s 14 n 
+ /*2+'''+ /»n)2+a2]-: 
i<j<k 
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• cos [4 tan  ^ —— — ] 
/8j+ /s2+«*«+ /8^  
+ ••• + /SjSg»• *8^  n![(/8j+ /s2+'*»+ +^a^ ]  ^
• cos [(n+l)tan  ^ — ]]• 
/s,+ /s„+...+ /a 
1 z n 
We now apply Theorem 3.2 to find the two dimensional Laplace 
transform pairs for some functions with only two variables and they are 
given below. 
Example 3.9 Consider f(t) = t^  then g(s) = , Re (v) > -1 and 
s 
Re (s) > 0. G(i) =1^ +^11- and H (s) - . j = 1,2. 
+1J '' s 
Re Y ^ -1" Then 
/t.t, 
(3.23) L[ L^ _;s^ ,S2] 
Example 3.10 Let f(t) = e then 
G('i) " exp[a^ (^ ))"^ ]Erfc[a(i) 
provided Re (s) > 0 if Re (a) > 0 and 
gCs) 1 
s+a 
Re (b) > -Re a, 
42 
Re (s) > max {O, Re(a )} if Re a < 0 
and 
Hj(s) 
(s+a) j+1 
for j " 1,2 
Then 
(3.24) L[ ] (r- + r-) 1 2 ^2 A ^ 
2^ 
[1 + 
2/8, 8 ,  
+  éé-rr]-
(/sY+ /s^  a) /8j+ /s2+ a (/s^ + /sg* a) 
Example 3» 11 Suppose f(t) =• te then 
g(3 )  
(s+a)' 
, Re (s) > -Re (a), 
1^ -1. _r 2rl>-li •h-l/2i 
provided Re (s) > 0 if Re (a) > 0 
Re (s) > max {O, Re(a )} if Re (a) < 0 , 
Hj(b) (1+1)1 
(s+a) 5+2 
for j = 1 
Therefore, 
and 2 . 
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^2 
• exp[a^ (^  + ]^Erfc[a(^  + •^ ) ; s^ .sg ] 
1 -2 -1 "2 
/iT (®l®2^ 2(/sj+ /s^ 6/8,8 
r^  ^  - i z' ^  r2 1 
(/^ + /FJ+ a)2 /?[+ /%;+ a (/F[+ /i^ + a)2 ' 
Example 3.12 Consider f(t) = 1 - e then 
g(s) " g^ a+a) » (s) > max {Re (-a), O}, 
G(p) = a exp[a^ ('^ ) ^ ]Erfc[a(^ ) Re (s) >0 If Re (a) > 0 and 
Re (s) > max {O, Re (a^ )} if Re (a) < 0, 
«4(8) - i[-j+ï +^r] j = 1»2 . 
 ^ 8^  (8+a)^  
Therefore 
(3.26) L[ ^^ 1^  1/2 exp[a2(^  + f-)"^ ]Erfc[a(f- + 1 ; s ,s ] 
(7- + -r-) 1 2 1^ =^2  ^  ^
1 2 
(/sj^ + /s^ (/s^ + /s2+ a) 
+ (/*!+ /«?[ /;p2 " (/i^ +/ÎJ+a)2 ' 
^ 2/^ [ - - 11 • 
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provided Re (/8^ + /SgJ > max{0, -Re (a)} 
Theorem 3.3 Let (1) L[t^ f(t);s] • Fj(s) for j = 0,l,2,...,n, n > 2 
and (11) L[ — f(/t);8] = H(s) assuming t^ f(t) and f(/T) be 
/F /1 
continuous and absolutely Integrable in the Interval (0,»). Then 
(3.27) L[/tjt2...t^   ^ +...+ ^  }]; s j^ ,S2» • • • |8^ ] 
12 n 
1-1 1=1 1=1 
n n n 
+ ( I ( I /s^  +( I /s s s^ j F ( I /s^  
i,j=l  ^J  ^1=1  ^ l,j,k=l  ^^  ^  1=1  ^
Kj ^ l<j<k 
+ ... 
1 = 1 
Proof ; The explicit expression of (1) reads 
H(s) = / — f(/t)exp(-st)dt . 
0 /t 
Substituting /F = u it becomes 
(3.28) H(s) = 2/ f(u)exp(-8u )du . 
0 
Replacing s by r f'^  + ^  + ... + T ) in (3.28) 
 ^"^ 1 ^2 
(3.29) H[-|- (^ - + + ... + •^ )] 
 ^ *^ 1 2^ n^ 
<*> 2 
" 2 f f(u)exp[- ^  (— + ^  + ... + •^ )]du . 
0 * Cg "^ n 
45 
n 
Multiplying both sides of (3.29) by /t,t_...t exp(- 7 s.t.) and 
1 z n 1=1 1 1 
integrating with respect to the variables t^ , tg t^  between the 
limits 0 to <", we obtain 
(3.30) //.../ •t,t2...t H[-i (-p + +...+ ^ )] 
n 
• exp(-^ J|^ 8^ t^ )dtjdt2...dt^  
2 / / ... / /t.t ...t exp(- I St) 
0 0 0 " 1=1 1 1 
2 , , 
• {/ f(u)exp[- -T- (— +...+ T-)]du}dt.dt2...dt 
0 1 n I  ^ n 
Interchanging the order of integration on the right hand side of (3.30), 
we have 
00 00 2 
o 2 / f(u){/ /t7 exp(- - s.tjdt J 
0 0 1 
2 
.{/ /t; exp(- - Sgtgjdtg} 
...{/ /t^  exp(--5"-- s^ tjdtjdu 
u n 
= 2(^ ) (s^ s2...s^ )"^ /^ / f(u)(l+u/Tjp(l+u/s^  ...(l+u/sj^  
• exp[-u(/sY+ /S2+...+ /s^ ]]du, 
which is 
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after evaluating the Inner Integrals by a result In Roberts and Kaufman 
(1966). 
Since the product 
[ l + u/S j^ J ( 1 + u/s^ ... ( 1 + u/s^  
n 
= 1 + u( % /sT) + u ( I •s.s ) + ... + u"/8,S_...S 
1-1  ^ i,j-l  ^J 1 z n 
i<J 
we get the result (3.27) by using (3.30) and (11). Therefore the Theorem 
3.3 Is proved. 
Let us now give some examples of the above theorem. 
Example 3.13 Let f(t) = t^ e then F.(s) = • "!TX. . where 
] (s+a)"''*']+^  
Re (v) > -1, Re (s) > -Re (a) and j = 0,1,2,...,n. 
2 
H(8) " exp[~]D_^ _j[-^ ] where D^ (x) Is the parabolic 
r(v+i+i) 
cylinder function. Then 
(3.31) L[ 
/tjtJTT 
• "-v-J 
v+l p[-7i—r rrl 2(— + — +"'+—) 
] ®i»®2'*"®n ^  
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1-1 i-1  ^
(v+2)(v+l) 
+ ( I / vT) ^ -
1=1 
n (v+3)(v+2)(v+l) 
+ ... + /s,8,...s (V+n)(V+n-1)...(v+1) 
i z n n •* ( I /^+a)" 
1=1 
Example 3.14 Consider f(t) = t^ e **" then 
,j(5) .-lM±n 
(2a) 
EE (>) > 
ïï Sir 
< arg / 5ïï 7 ' 4 a <-
ïï 3ïï Sir 7it 
4 ' 2 • 4 4 
" Otherwise, 
Re (v) > -1 and j =» 0,1,2,. . ,n. 
Also H(s) = 
r(^ ) 
(s+a) 
Then 
v+1 * 
2 
48 
(3.32) L[ Ijqpj- ; 8^ ,82 8^  ] 
^ +...+ ^ )+ a] 2 
•  — 7 ^  - p t i  
_ r(^ ) 
+ "-V-3C 1 
i<j 
+ ... + /8,s,...8 (v+o)(v+n-l)...(v+l) 
 ^2 n (2a)"/2 
/8,+ /S„+...+ /s 
• ' )_ ï)l. 
•^ '2 
Example 3.15 Let f(t) = t^  &n t, then 
Fj(s) = r(v+j+l)s ^  ^  [^ipCv+j+l) - An a], Re (v) > -1, Re (s) > 0 and 
j = 0,l,2,..«,n. Here i|/(x) is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma 
r(~) 
function. H(s) = j - &n a]. 
T" 
s 
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Therefore 
; s^ .Sg ] 
(•^ + ^  +...+ ^ ) ^ 
1 2^ n 
n^/2 r(v+l)(SjS2...s^ )"^ ^^  
 ^r(^ )[,i,(^ ) - An a](/;-+. /;-+...+ 
• [[#(v+l) - &n a] + (v+l)[#(v+2) - Zn a] 
(v+2)(v+l) 
+ ( I ^  [*(v+3) _ ,n a] 
i,j"l  ^ (/s7+/s«+...+/7^  
i < j  L i n  
[/Sj+ /s2+»*»+ ' ®jjJ 
And now some two dimensional examples: 
Example 3.16 Consider f(t) • t^  sin at then 
_ V+.1+1 
Fj(s) = r(v+j+l)(8^ +a^ )  ^ sln[ (v+j+l)tan ^  » j = 0,1,2, 
Re (v) > -2 and Re (s) > |lm a|. Also 
sec (v-1) ^  2 
H(g) - - y +^1 Gxp[-^ ][D (-—) - . 
•s- +1 —y /2s /2s 
2^ a ^ 
Then 
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/t,t„ 2 
(3.34) L[ 
Zip- + 7-J 1 . 1 \ 2 
["J- ) -  D.( )]; Si.sg ] 
/tt 
/2 8ec(v-l) Y 
(s,8„) 
2 
2 r(v+l) 
Ï Ï  " 1 2 '  v + 1  
2 . 2i 2 
[sin [(v+l)tan ^ ^ 
•8i+ /Sg 
[(/Sj+ /"ip + a ] 
] 
(/sY+ /s^(v+l) 
2~~27I72 [ (v+2) tan"^ ] 
[(•sj+ /Sg) +a ] /Sj+ /Sg 
/s^Sg (v+2)(v+l) 
2 TT [(v+3) tan"^ _ ^ ]] 
[(•77+ a1 /s^+ /Sg 
Example 3.17 Consider fCt) = t cos at then 
Fj(3) - —!li2.tj^^co8[( 
(s2+a2) 2 
Re (s) > |lm a| and j = 0,1,2. 
v+j+1) tan ^ » Re (v) > -1 and 
/— csc (v-1) -? 2 
H(8) . — exp[- _][D^(—) + D^(- —)] 
+1 —5— /2s / 2s 
2 ^  B  ^  
Therefore, 
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/t,t_ 2 
(3.35) L[ 
*=1 ^2 
^ r(,+i) 
/2 CSC (v-1) j /;p2^ ,2]— 
• [cos [(v+1) tan ^ ^— ] 
/*!+ /=2 
+ (/s^+ Zip (v+1) 
+ /s.s 
• COS [(v+1) tan ^ ^—— ] 
(v+2)(v+l) 
[(/^+/^4 a1 
-1 a 
/Sj+ /Sg 
1 a^] 
cos [(v+3) tan ^ ^ — ]] , 
/s^+ /Sg 
Re(/sY+ /s^) > IIm a I. 
Example 3.18 Suppose f(t) = t^J^(at) then 
(2a)^'*'j r(v+j+ 1) 
F. (s) — , Re (v) >-•=•, Re (s) > |lm a| and 
52 
j " 0,1,2. Also 
r(v+ y) - 2 
HCs) j- Y : v+1; - -gg-]. Therefore 
V *2 2 r(v+l)s 
/t-t, , 2 
(3.36) L[ i-S p F [v+l ; v+1; - ^ ]; s ,8, ] 
(f + f)"" ' "T * *2 
/ïï r(v+l)(s,3,) , /s.+ Zs, 
.4aVI)tv.i) .. J''!., ,. ] 
[(/r;+ 
Theorem 3.4 Suppose 
(i) L[f(t);s] = g(s) 
(li) L[tf(t^);s] = h(s) 
and (ill) L[t^g(-i^); s] = F (s) 
t ^ 
for j = 0,1,2,...,n, and let f(t), tf(t^) and t^g(-^-) be 
t 
continuous and absolutely integrable on (0,«). Then 
/tlC2'''tn t:+'"+ t") 
(3.37) L[ ^ 2_ ; g s,,...,s^ ] 
/I . 1 . . 1 " 
//i: +1: IT-
53 
n-1 
2 
i"l 1=1 1=1 
i<J 
+ ( I ''®i®l®kJ^3( I /Sjl 
l,j,k=l ^ J ^ 1=1 1 
i<j<k 
n 
+ ... + (•sj82...Sj^}Fj^( I /i^] . 
1=1 
00 
Proof ; By (1) g(s) = / exp(-st)f(t) dt. Then by a result In Roberts 
0 
and Kaufman (1966), we have 
oo 2 
(3.38) h(8) =-2— / u exp(-I") g(u)du . 
4/Û 0 
Substituting u = -^ In the right hand side of (3.38) 
v 
h(s) = / exp(- ) g(-^) dv . 
2/ir 0 ^ 
00 2 2 
Therefore, ^ / exp(- •) g(-^r) du which gives, 
® 2/7 0 ^ u 
h( / + — ) „ 2 , , , 
(3.39) "— = — / exp[-"I" (- + — +...+—)] 
+ 2/7 0 "l '2 
^1 ^2 n 
• g(-^)du 
u 
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Now multiplying both sides by /t^tg'.'t^ expf-s^t^-sgtg-..«-s^t^) and 
Integrating with respect to tj.tg.^xjt^ between the limits 0 to », 
we get, 
(3.40) L[ — ; SJ,82 8^ ] 
00 00 
{/ exp[- ^  ^ +...+ ^ )]g(-^)du}dtj...dt^ . 
n u 
Changing the order of integration and evaluating the resulting integral 
on each variable t^.tgi'.'it^ the right hand side of (3.40) becomes 
J_ 
2/ÏT 
(-|) (8iS2...8^)"3/2 J ( 1 1+u/I^ . . .( l+u/T) 
exp 
-u(/8Y+ /Sgf...+ /T^]g(-^)du . 
Since the product 
( 1 + u/s ) (1 + u/ïïp... ( 1 + u/s^ 
= 1 + u( % /s7) + u^( I /s.sj +...+ u"(/s,s,...sJ 
1-1 ^ i,j=l ^ J I ^ n 
Kj 
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the above expression Is, 
n-1 
2 
+ +'"'+ /*l*2'''»n ^ n( ' • 
i<j 
Example 3.19 Consider f(t) = t^ then we know g(s) = > 
s 
Re V > -1 and Re s > 0, h(s) - and (s) = 
for j = 0,1,2. Then the transform of a function in two variables is 
given by 
/tTtT 
(3.41) L[ i-2 =- ; s ,s ] 
/T 
- 4 r(*+') 2vt3 + (2v+3)(2v+2) 
/s"^ 
+ (2v+4)(2v+3)(2v+2) — =• ] , 
(/i7+/sj2 
Re (v) > -1 and Re (/s^+ /sg) > 0. 
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Example 3»20 Let f(t) • then we find 
a V 1 2 
g(s) • (j) exp(- •^), Re (v) > -1 and Re (s) > 0. We obtain 
s 
h(8) = a^ r(v + 
1+3 2 -
and Fj(s) = a ^  ^  ^ 2 ^  r(2v+j+3)exp(—D_2^_j_3(*^^^°) where 
Re(s) < 
« for |arg 
0 for arg 
<*> otherwise 
2 
31 X 8_| / 1 
4 ' <4 ' 
— < 
a2 
» 1 3ir 
4 4 ' 4 ' 
arg ~ « 
Sir 7ir 
4 ' 4 
Sir 
4 
and Re (v) > - • 
Then the transform of a function in two variables obtained using 
Theorem 3.4 is 
(3.42) L[ ^ 3 ; s ,8 ] 
+ r + a')** ' 
3, (=1=2)"^' 
37 -5exp[ 
r(v+ 2) g2v+52V+ 2 2a 
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/2s.+ /28, 
+ a/2i/^+ »^(2v+3)D_2^_^( L 2) 
/2s,+ /2s-
+ 2(2v+4)(2v+3)/^ D_2y_5( L 2 )] 
To Illustrate the use of (3.42), let us take v = -and a = 1, then 
we have 
'•[ ,1  y \ „  ; 'I':, ] 
8,+ 8„+ 2/8,8. 
" 4 exp 2 (SiSg) [d_2(/2sj+/2^ 
+ 2/2(/Sj+ /Sg) D_g(/2s^+ /2s^ 
+ 12/i^ D_^(/^+ /^] 
Example 3.21» Let us consider f(t) = J.(a/Y] then 
/t 
2 
g(s) " -^(l - exp(-'l^)), Re (s) > 0. We also have 
o 1 o(j+l)/2 2 /To 
Fj(s) " a J'[ "JjTf ppï— exp(—* "^Ing Theorem 3.4 
obtain the two-dimensional transform 
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/tTC 
(3-44) L[ ^ _ r= — : Si,agi 
/t[ +c; + ^ + /ipîp^ ' 
a 2a 
/2(/8T+ /S7) 
+ /2 a(/8j+ /sg) D_2( ) 
/2(/8.+ /s^ 
+ 4/8182 D_3( 
Example 3.22. Suppose f(t) = sinfa/F) then 
/t 
y- 2 
g(s) = - •^=—^ exp(- T—) Erf(-~) where Re (s) > 0. Also h(s) = ^ • 
/i" 2/s s^+a'^ 
2 2 
and Fj (s) = -i/iT L[t^^^exp(- ) Erf(-^t);s] for j = 0,1,2. For a 
two dimensional tij-ansform we need only F^fs), Fj(s) and FgCs). We 
2 
know L[exp(-
4 j~ 2 2 
•)Erf(-|- t);8] = ^  exp(^)Ei(- where Ei(-x) is 
known as exponential integral and is defined as 
Ei(-x) - -/ Gxp(-u) du . 
X 
Therefore, 
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Fo(*) " f ÏÏi" [exp(%)Ei(- —)] 
J (g) m [exp(^)Ei(- •—)] 
Fo(8) " T A- [exp(-^)Ei(- 5-)] 
* ds3 a 
Then using Theorem 3.4, we get the following result: 
(3.45) i[ — 
/7 
; s^.sg ] 
^ Zip + (/V 
+ /sjs^ /ëp] 
1/3) Example 3.23. Assume f(t) = ^(3t ) which by definition is equal 
r(n+l)r(2n+l) ^n+l; -t) and g(s) = 1 , 
h(s) r(2n+2) ,F,[ " 
2n+2 2n+3 
» _ 
r(n.H)r(2n«) ,2n+2 2'2^ _ 2.+, . ,2 - & ]  .  
For j = 0,1,2, 
j+2n+3 
S +4 
Then, from theorem 3.4 we obtain 
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rr-r- 2n+2 2n+3 
(3.46) L[ -35__ ^ ^ ] 
,1 1 "+ i n+l , 2n+l ; ^ + f- ^ 
(f- + f-) h ^2 
*^1 *^2 
_ 2n+3 
" r(n+2)(8 jSg) /s^^+4] ^ 
[jFj 'T , «-1I 2.+1: 1 
2^,1-1/2 
+ (2n+3)(/g^+/sp[(/8j^+Zip +4] 
jFj „«. Z";: , 2„«i 1 
/s.Sg 
+ (2n+3)(2n+A) ^ ^ 
(/sj+ /Sg) +4 
• 
Let us now state more theorems and construct more n-dlmenslonal and 
two dimensional transforms from each theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let 
(1) L[f(t);s] =• g(s) 
(11) L[F(p); s] = g(/%) 
(111) L[ ; s ] = Gj(s) 
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for j " 1,2,3 and let f(t), f('^) and be continuous 
and absolutely Integrable on (0,»). Then 
' " ' 
12 n 
n—1 
- 2^""'  ^ [o,( ! /57)+( Î /ïr)Gj( ! /g 
^ 1=1 ^ 1-1 ^ ^ 1-1 ^ 
+ ( I /s][s3Gg( I Zip 
l,j-l ^ J j 1-1 ^ 
KJ 
+ ( I ( I /I^ 
l,j,k-l ^ J ^ 4 1=1 1 
i<j<k 
n 
+ ... + /siSg'-'Sh °n+l^ 5:/^^ 
1=1 
Example 3.24. Consider f(t) = t^ sin at then 
g(s) - 60i[(s+la) ^  - (s-ia) ^ ], Re(s) > |lm(a)|, 
^(7) = ^  iC^) ^  exp(- ^  )[D_y(la/^) - D_/-la/^)], 
where Re (9) > 0 If Re (la) > 0 
Re (s) > max{0,Re(-a^)} If Re (la) < 0 and 
Gj (s.) = Y r(j)[(s+la) ^  - (s-ia) ^ ] for j > 1 and 1 =/-I. Therefore 
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a t,t, /2t,t, /2t,t, 
2(r.+o Vt-ic ) " °-7(-^=/i-K: )] 
(3.48) L[ ^^979 ] 
- [[(/;:+ /V la)" - (/;;+ la)-^] 
360/2 1 ^ 1 z 
+ (/Sj+ /82)[(/Sj+ /s2+ ia) ^  - (/sj+ /Sg- la) 
+ 2/3^82 [(/8j+ /82+ ia) (/8j+ /S2- la) ^ ]]. 
Example 3.25» Consider f(t) = cos at then 
g(s) = 60[(s-ia) ^  + (s+la) , Re 8 > |lm a|, 
y(i) m (1) 2 exp(- 5-j-)[D_y(iai/27^) + D_^(-la/2/ •i)] 
/ïï " 2^ 
and Gj(s) = r(j)[(s+la) ^  + (s-la) for j > 1. Therefore 
a t.t, /2t,t, /2t,t, 
2CtT+W tT+tT ) ®-7("iV T+tT 
(3.49) L[ — 772 ; s^.sg ] 
[ [ ( /  
360/2 
3j^+ /sg* la) ^  + (/s^+ /32~ la) -In 
+ (/sj+'/a2)[(/sj^+ /S2+ ia) ^  + (/s^+ /Sg- ia) 
+ 2/sj,S2 [(/s^+ /s2+ la) ^  + (/s^+ /S2- la) "^]] -3i 
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Example 3.26. Consider f(t) = t^e then g(s) = 60(s+a) 
Re s > -Re a, 
F(i) = MâO (i) exp(-^Y) D_y(a/2/ and 
^ ^ 2 Y 
G (s) m HzllL j Re a > -Re a, j > 1. Therefore 
J (s+a)] 
a^t.t, /2t,t, 
2(t7+t^ )°-7 (v tl+tT ) 
(3.50) L[ — 7/2 ; Si, s ] 
tt/2 1 r_ 
u + -%=-
360 ' " ' •*• (/sY+ /sg* a) /s^+ /s2+ a (/s^+ /s2+ a)' 
2 2 
Example 3.27. Let f<t) = t^e then g(s) = ^  exp(-|—) 
where 
/2a 
for |arg a| < 2 » -p < arg a < n 3tt 
Re (s) > i 0 for arg a = l , l?-
» otherwise. 
(a+-|^) 
-—fj2 and G^Cs) = -Hlï 
(2a) j/2 
exp P(fe) 
•j" /2a 
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11 1 7/2 
+ 4(r + c)] 
(3.51) L[ 5/2 5 Sj,82 ] 
2. , /*!+ •'=2 128^fe::p [d.,C 
/2r 
/sTf /a. /8,+ /s» /8,8_ /8,+ /s„ 
Example 3.28. Let f(t) " 8inh(at) then 
g(s) = 60[(s-a) ^  - (8+a) ^ ], Re s > |Re a], 
p(l^ = (i) exp[-~][D_^(-a/2/ -g] - D_^(a/2/ -i)], 
^ /2^ ^ 2 ^ 
where Re (s) >0 if Re a > 0 
Re (a) > raaxfo, Re a^} If Re a < 0 
and Gj(s) =r(j)[(a-a) ^ - (a+a) then 
^*^1*^2 \r,. ( ^^1^2 ^ _ , Zt^tg 
2(t +£,) t.+t, ' " "-7^^ t +t " 
(3.52) L[ ^ , s 
('i'2)=''Cl7 + Ij) 
[[(V a)"' - (/r+ /î;+ a)-'] 
360/2 i i z 
+ (/^+ /8p[(/Sj^+ /a^-a) ^  - (/sY+ /Sg+a) 
+ 2/^77 /i7-a)-3 - (/;[+ /i74a)-3]]. 
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Example 3.29. Considering the function f(t) = t^cosh at we obtain 
2. 
a t,t, 2t,t, 2t,t_ 
2(7,-^ Ho.jt-V rM- ) + -éê )] 
(3.53) L[ LJ 1-2 1_2_ . J 
- [[(•^+ -S'- a)-' + (/Î7+ /îr+ a)-l] 
360/2 i i 
+ (/S7+ [(/?[+ a)-2 + (/^+ /^+ a)-2] 
+ /s^Sg [(»'sj+ /s^- a) ^  + (/8^+ ^ 82+ a) ^ ]]. 
Theorem 3.6. Let (1) L[f(t);s] •» g(s) 
(11) L g(/s);t] = G(t) 
V B  
and let f(t), G(t) be continuous and absolutely Integrable on (0,«), 
Then 
(3-54) : ° , 1/2 ' =l-'2 \ ] 
I z n 
n 1 
" TT ^ (Sj,S2,...,s^) g(/s^+/s2+...+ /s^ 
Example 3.30. Assume f(t) = 1 - e then g(s) = —, 
Re (s) > maxfRe (-a), O} and G(t) = ^  {1 - exp(a^t)Erfc(a/t)}, where 
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R e  s  >  0  i f  R e a > 0  
Re a > maxfO, Re a^} if Re a < 0. 
Then by the direct use of Theorem 3.6, we have 
(3.55) 
9  1 1  ,  - 1  1 1  1  - 1 / 2  
l-exp[a (— + — +"'+ %—) ]Erfc[a(—+ — +...+—) ] 
Tr 1 2 n *^1 ^2 n V2 
(tit2...tJ^/2(^ + ^  +...+ 
1*^2'* *' 
n 
n-1 
a:* : 
(*l*2'''*n) 
-1 /2  
(/8^+ /s2+*..+ /sj^)[(/8j+ ^ 82+...+ /s^)+a] 
Example 3.31. With f(t) » t^, g(8) = » "here Re (v) > -1 and 
Re (a) > 0 and G(t) = t^^^, where Re (^) > -1. Then 
r(f +1) 
(t,t_...t ) (3-56) !.[ ^ S ; 8^82 8^ ] 
^1 "^2 n 
n-1 
2 ^®l®2"*®n^ 
-1/2 
Example 3.32. Let f(t) = exp(-at) then g(8) » , 
Re (s) > -Re (a) 
and G(t) = exp(a^t)Erfc(a/t], where 
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Then 
(3.57) 
Re (s) >0 If Re (a) > 0 
Re (s) > maxfo, Re (a^)} if Re a < 0 . 
-1  
exp[a (— + — +. .+ —) ]Erfc[a(—+ — ] 
,r 1 ^2 '^n ^1 ^2 S 1 
I ÎJl » SpS2....,s^J 
(tit2...tn)^''^(^ + ^ +...+ f-) 
i z n 
n-1 
. 2 
(s^s2...s^)^ ^(/8^+ /82+...+/s^+ a) 
Example 3.33. Using f(t) = sin at and f(t) = cos at we obtain the 
following two transforms: 
(3.58) 
-1/2 
L[-
e x p [ - a ^ ( ^  + ^ ] E r f [ i a ( ^  + ]  
(tit2...tn)^^^(^ + ^  +...+ f-) 
1/2  ; Sj^S2,...,s^] 
ia ÏÏ 
n-1 
2 
1  " 2  
-1/2 
(/s^+ /s2+.«•+ /s^J^ + a^ 
provided Re(/s^+ /s2+...+/s^ > max{0, Re (-a^), |Im a| 
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exp[-a^(-p + ^  
(3.59) L[ i 1 S ; 8 ,8 ,...,8 ] 
I c n 
. .  
" •ÏÏ7+•¥:+...+/T+a^ 
X z n 
provided Re(/8Y+ /sj+...+ /s^ > max {-Re (a), |lm a|}. 
Theorem 3.7. Let (1) L[f(t);s] = g(s) 
(11) L g(/sl ;t] = G(t) /s 
(111) L[-^f(t);s] = H(s), n> 2 
and let f(t), G(t) and ^ f(t) be continuous and absolutely Integrable 
on (0,«). Then 
+ p +...+ •^) 
(3.60) L( 777 ! a,,9, s ] 
i z n 
n-1 
= 2^ n ^  H(/sY+ /S^+...+ /S^ 
For creating more examples we take different functions f(t), find 
corresponding g(s) and H(s), and then using tha Inverse transform of 
g(/s), we arrive at the transforms of different functions. Since the 
method was shown earlier we will just give the final result In each of 
these examples. 
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Examples 3.34. The functions used for f(t) are t^, t^exp(-at), 
t^J^(at) and t^I^(at). The transforms obtained are given In n-
dlmenslons In the respective order. 
_ v+I 
(3.61) L( —i i A ; s,,s s^ ] 
n-l 
r(v-n+l) r(Y + l) 2*^ ir ^ 
provided Re(/s^+ /s^+...+ /s^) > 0 and Re (v) > n-l. 
(3.62) 
exp[|-(-i + ~ +...+ ]D [/2 a(~ + •—+...+ :^) 
tF ^2 n ^ ^  ^1 ^2 n 
v+1 
(tjt2...tn)^^^(^ + ^ +...+ -^) 2 
®l'®2'"''®n ^ 
I 2 ^ TT^ r(v-n+l) 
r(v+l) f./•—. . J—, ."(V-n+l (/sj+ /s2+..«+ /s^+ a) 
provided Re (/sY+ /s2+...+ /s^ > - Re (a) and Re (v) > n-l. 
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-1 
(3.63) L[ 
lFi[v+^; v+1; -a^(^ + ~+...+] 
1 "2 n_ 
v+ Y 
' ^1*^2'***'^ 
n 
n 2v-n+l 
2'™ IT- Y' [(^+ /;;+...+ /r]^+ a^] ,n-2v Jl r(2v-n+l) 
r(v+ -i) 
2FJ ^  , t ; v+i; 
(/s/82+«.'+ /s^J a^ 
] 
provided Re(/s^+ /s^+...+ /s^) > max{0, |lm a|}, Re (-a^ ) > 0 and 
Re (v) > - Y ' 
-1 
(3.64) L[ 
lFi[v+Y , v+1; a^(~ +-^+...+•^) ] 
1 '•2 
(tit2...tn)^''^(^ + +."+-r) 
v+ 
1 ' ®r®2 ®n ] 
n 
jZU-v) ,n/2 rt2n-ntl) ^  ^ ^^n-l-2v 
r(vi-i) ' ^ 
: v+i! ] 
(/s,+ /S_+...+ /s )' 
^ 1 / n 
provided Re(/s^+ /s2+...+ /s^) > |Re (a)] and Re (v) > - -^ . 
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B. Inverse Laplace Transform In n-Dimenslons 
In the earlier section, we derived some theorems on multidimensional 
Laplace transforms and produced several examples illustrating the use of 
these theorems. In this section, we will have theorems on multi­
dimensional inverse Laplace transforms. We explicitly present the proof 
of only one such theorem and simply state the others because all the 
proofs use the similar idea. Examples corresponding to each of the 
theorems are also included at the end. 
Theorem 3.8. Assume g(s) is the Laplace transform of f(t) and F('i) is 
the inverse transform of g(/%). Also let 
n-J- - -
L[t ^ f(t^);s] = Hj(s) for j = 0,1,2,...,n 
where n > 2, and let f(t), F(p), t" ^  (t^^^) be continuous and 
absolutely integrable in the interval (0,<*>). Then 
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Proof ; If gCs) - L[f(t);s] then 
g(t/^) - L[t / u exp(- •7r)f<u)du;s] 
2/ir 0 
1 1 1 3/2 « 1 . 
Thus F(-) - —^ (-) / u exp[- 7- (-)]f(u)du. 
lU 0 ^ 
From above, it follows that 
(3.66) 
F(/87+ ..-f/in 1 " „2 
e.p[- r /V...+ /rp]f(u)du 
^ i z n^ 
Now from a result in Roberts and Kaufman (1966), we know 
(3.67) / t - 2t)exp(- ^  - 8t)dt = /s" exp(- /s). 
A/ÏÏ 0 
Multiplying both sides of (3.66) by /sjs^TTTs^ , we get 
/FjT^TTTs^ f(/sj^+ /s^+...+ /s^ 
(3.68) 
(/sY+ /Sgf...+ /S^J 3/2 
/ u f(u) exp(-/"sH/s, exp(- ^  /s3 ... 
2/Tr 0 ^ f 1 z z 
/s^ exp(- |-/i^du . 
Using the result in (3.67), we get 
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/ u f(u){/ t[^/^(u^-32tjexp(- - 8tj)dt} 
gen+l fr ^ 0 ^ 
{/ t;^/^Cu^-32t2)exp(- ^  - 82*^25^^2^ "' 
{/ t;^^^("'^-32tjexp(- ^  - s^tjdtjdu 
V n 
^ /.../ u(u^-32t )(u^-32t )...(u^-32t )f(u) 
gsn+i fr ' ' 
(tjt2...tnr^/^exp[--|^ (J^ - J^s^tJdtjdtg.-.dt^du 
4 Substituting u = V we have 
,6n.3 ° ° 
/.../ v"^''^(v-32t p(v-32t2). ..(v-32t^)f(v^/^) 
The product Inside the sign of integrals, 
(v-32tj)(v-32t2)...(v-32t^) 
=> v" - 32v" ^ (t.+t„+. ..+t ) + 32^v" I 1.1.) 
i / n i,j.l ^ ] 
i<j 
3.n-3r ? - - - •'-!)" 32"(t t ...t ) . 
1 / n - 32V 1 T ttt )+...+( i,j,k=i ^ ^ 
i<j<k 
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So the right hand side of (3.68) becomes 
1 3 
"> n— TT n— -jr 
26«M,2 0 » 
5 7 
9 n- -r n g n- -r n 
+ 32 V ( i t^t.) - 32 V ( I t.t.tj 
i,j-l ^ ^ J ^ 
Kj l<j<k 
+...+ (-1)"32% ^ ^^(tjt2...t )]exp[-•^ ( I |-)]f(v^''^)dv} 
n 
• exp(- % s.t.)dt,dt„...dt . 
1=1 1 1 A /s n 
Hence, (3.68) Is actually meaning that 
(/B^+ /Sgf...+/s^J 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
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Theorem 3.9. Assume g(s) is the Laplace transform of f(t) and F(-i) 
is the inverse transform of g(V8^. Also let 
n-l 1 
2 L[t f(t );s] = H(s), n > 2 
and let f(t), F(I/t), t^" be continuous and absolutely 
integrable in the interval (0,»). Then 
F(/irr+ /sT+...+ /s^ 
Theorem 3.10. Assume g(s) is the Laplace transform of f(t) and 
F(l/t) is the inverse transform of g(/T). Also let 
_ 1 1 
L[t ^ f(t^);s] = H(s), 
and let f(t), F(l/t), t f(t^^^) be continuous and absi 
Integrable in the interval (0,«>). Then 
olutely 
(3.70) l"^[ 
F(/sY+ /S^+...+ / s^J 
(8jS2...S^)^^^(/Sj+ /Sgf...+ /s^ 
3/2 ; tj,t2,...,t^ ] 
n+1 ^ ^^64 tJ ' i"l i 
8 IT 
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Theorem 3.11. Let (i) L[f(t);8] • g(s) 
(11) L[G(p);s] = g(/s) 
/s 
2n-3 J. 
(Ill) L[t ^ f(t^);s] = H(s), n > 2 
and let f(t), G(l/t), t^^'^ '^)/^ f(t^^^) be continuous and absolutely 
Integrable In the Interval (O,»). Then 
, G(/st+ /8«+...+ /8~1 
' (/57+ ' 
Hnr "(êî }, -r) 
gSn+Z ^ -r ^ 
Theorem 3.12. Let (1) L[f(t);s] = g(s) 
(11) L[G(p);s] " -= g(/^ 
/s 
(111) L[t"^/^f(t^/^);s] . H(s) 
and let f(t), G(l/t), t f(t^^^) be continuous and absolutely 
Integrable In the Interval (0,"). Then 
_I G(/s,+ /$,+...+ /s„) 
n+l ' "^64 t?'• " * 2. 
— 1 = 1  1  
4? ^  
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Example 3.35. Consider f(t) » t^, then theorem 3.8 gives 
_ v+2 
(3.73) L ^[/8JS2...8^(/8J+ /sgf...+ /s^ ^ ; t^,tg tj 
n+1 rCv+T) ' 1 2*'•"n 
-6n+3 2 I TT 
r(n + "I + 
tei 
n+| + J 
n r(n - ^  
- 32( I t ) ^ 
1-1 . . ' I I 
I n 
•1 2 • n' v+2 
1 n 
Theorem 3.9 yields 
(3.74) L [ - - » **1 •'•2 ' * * *'^n 1 
(/8j+ /82+...+ /s^)^ 
_ ^  n+1 2n+v+2 
2  ^ IT  ^ r(v+l) (^ + ^ +...+ ^ ) 4 
"=1 ^2 n 
Using Theorem 3.10, we get 
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(3.75) L"^[ 
(=1=2'"V -1/2 
(/^+ /Sg+i . «+ /8^) 
3\) n+1 v+2 • 
2 ^ TT ^ r(v+l) +...+ •—) ^  
*^1 *^2 
From Theorem 3.11, we have 
(3.76) L"^[ 
v+1 ' *^1'^2 ] 
(/8^+ /8^+...+ /S^J 
r(^ + 1} r(. 2n+v+l 
3v-l 
)2 2 
n+1 
ÏÏ ^ r(v+l) 
Finally, Theorem 3.12 provides 
1 ^2 ^ 
2n+v+l • 
(3.77) L"^[ 
(=1=2'"V -1/2 
v+3 ' ^l'^2 ] 
(/sY+ /Sgf...+ /s^) ^  
3v-l 
'V+1^ „ 2 . . .-1/2 
r(2 + Or(—) 2 (tjt2...tj^) 
n+1 
2 
r(v+i) 
v+l 
4 
2 Example 3.36. Suppose f(t) = exp(-t ). Then from Theorem 3.8, we 
obtain 
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. /s.s.••«s 
(3.78) L""^[ ^ ^  " 
(/8*^+ /Sgf.  .+ /8^+ 4) » *"1 '*"2' * ' * •'"n ^ 
-6n+4 2 6 IT 
™ -p[ ) 
_ 1 _ 2n+l ' >• n , (JA' /? ; f 1-1 ^ 1 
n 
i=»i 1 1=1 
+ . • • 
s 4/2 
+ (-1)" 32"(tjt2...tj^) 
1/2  
T n , ]°-l( 
4/2 
Cl. y VT -)i 
Theorem 3.9 gives 
(3.79) L-'[ 
(/Sj+ /Sgt...+ /s^+ 4) ' ^1*^2** 
(tit2...tn) 
-3/2 
r(n+l) 
n+1 n-1 n+1 
2  2 , 2  , 1 . 1 .  . 1 , 2  
••'ni 
tï7''4 •"••••'ï"' n 
4/2 
'"""t n , 
C.î. t) /TfT) 
] . 
1 = 1 1 1 = 1 1 
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Theorem 3.10 yields 
(3.80) 
' ' " 
T ®*pf 1 i r ]Erfc[ y\h i-f  ^
1 n 
1/2 2 Example 3.37. Assume f(t) = t ) then Theorem 3.11 provides 
, (/r+/?:+...+/Ti-1/2 
' '"''2 'n 1 
n+1 2n+l ril 4 ' 4 ' n , J 
and Theorem 3.12 yields 
' 
'"Ll n ' 4 i ' I ' " 1 • 
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IV. ASSOCIATION OF VARIABLES IN MULTI­
DIMENSIONAL LAPLACE TRANSFORM 
A. Associated Transform 
This chapter deals with some new and Important results on 
association of variables In n-dlmenslonal Laplace transform. Several 
theorems were developed for the theory of association, and a set of 
Illustrative examples Is presented. 
Let F(Sj,S2,«..,8J^) be a Laplace transform of f(t^,t2,•»•|t^). 
It Is desired to find the Inverse Image of this n-dlmenslonal transform 
at a single variable t. Inverse Laplace transform In n dimensions was 
given by the Integral equation (2.31). The Inverse Image function of one 
variable g(t) Is then defined as 
(4.0 g(t) . -t • 
1 / n 
A common method to obtain g(t) Is to associate with the given 
F(sp8 2»...»s^) a function G(s). Then the application of the one-
dlmenslonal inverse transform on G(s) directly yields g(t). This 
approach Is known as the association of variables, and G(s) is termed 
the associated transform. 
Now, we give some theorems that provide a way of finding the 
associated transform, G(s), for certain types of F(s^,s2,...,s^). 
Consider G(s) to be the associated transform of F(s^,8^,...,s^) 
and Gj^Cs) be that of * * *'®m-l " *'®n^ ' m < n. Let us 
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also restrict the variables s, s^, s^ to the right half of the 
complex plane. 
s +a 
Theorem 4.1. If P(s. ,s«.....s ) "-~-F.(s s , ,s s ) then 
————— 1 z n z 1 1 m~i m+i n 
m 
(4.2) G(s) = Gj(s) - a ^  Gj(s) . 
Proof ; From (4.1) 
g(t) . f(ti»t2"--'^n>lt,=.t.-...-t 
1 "2 
, a.+i" a-+i® ot_+i<«> 
-'-T / ' / ' 
(2ïïi) Oj-1" ag-l" a^-l" 
•••/ F(82jSg>.•«>s^) 
li 
• exp( I s t)ds,ds,...ds 
j=l J ^ ^ " 
, a,+i«a a +1" s +a 
(2iii)" a,-i*» a -1= 8^ ^ ^ 
1 n m 
®m-l.'®m+l n 
li 
• exp( I s t)ds,...ds 
1=1 J ^ " 
hrf  2it1 
a 
O +1" s +a 
-1» s 
m II 
a,+i<» o ,+i<*> o ,,+1" ot +1" 
m-1 j- m+1 j n 
(iirl)" o,-i<» a -1" o .,-1» o -1» 
1 m-1 m+1 n 
••• < 
^i^®i Vi'Vr""®n^ 
.exp(^Sjt)dsj...d8_^_j^ds^^j...ds^ 
j^m 
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-1 -1 
L [ Y~ »^] ^  » •• • •• • »*^] 
®m 
(l+at>g,(t) , 
using the table of Roberts and Kaufman (1966) and the definition of 
gji(t). Hence on taking the Laplace transform of both sides 
I'[g(t);s] " I-IgjCt) + atgj(t); s] 
which gives, G(s) = G^(s) - a Gj^(a). Thus the theorem Is proved. 
s,+a 
Example 4.1. Given F(s, ,s_,8_,s.) = —= . From an 
s^(s^+b)(s2+c)(sg+d) 
entry In the table of Chen and Chlu (1973), we find 
(4.3) --3-> ' (s^+b)(s2+c)(sg+d) s+b+c+d 
By Theorem 4.1, 
(4.4) G(s) - —^ ® - s+a+b+c+d 
s+b+c+d (s+b+c+d)^ (s+b+c+d)^ 
Thus, -5 ^ -^™> s+a+b+c+4 
s^(s^+b)(8 2+c)(sg+d) (s+b+c+d 
where means the association process for finding 
F(s 2,82,..»,s^)« 
G(s) from 
s„+a 
Example 4.2. Given F(s,,s-,s-) = —= = . Now 
S3{b(Sj+82)^+c(8j+S2)+d} 
(4.5) ^ > ^ 2 2 b(s^+s2) +c(Sj+S2)+d bs +cs+d 
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By Theorem 4.1, 
(4,6) G(s) = 1 + a(2bB+c) _ bs^+(2ab+c)8+ac+d 
bs^+cs+d (bs^+cB+d)^ (bs^+cs+d)^ 
B +a 
Theorem 4.2. If PCCB^.s^ " ~f—2 ^ l^®r"*'®m-r®m+l'"* 
8 +b 
then ™ 
(4.9) 0(8) = (^)Gj(8-ib) - (^^)Gj(s+ib). 
Proof: g(t) . f(tj.t2 't,-t,-...-t -t 
i 6 n 
. a.+i<*» a +!«» n m 
f •••/ F(s. 8 )exp( I B.t) n 
(2Tri) j=l j=l 
a +i«> B_+a 
a -1" B +b 
m m 
j a^+i" a^+1" 
Tii^ T  ^  ^ , ^1^®I (2Tri) Oj-i» ®n~^" 
n n 
• exp( I 8 t) H dB 
j-1 j-1 ^ 
jitm j*m 
-1 -1 
L [ 2_ 2 [(8]^,...,B^_^,B^^^,...,s^);t,t,, 
S +b 
m 
= (COB bt + ^  sin bt)g^(t) 
cos bt gj(t) + ^  sin bt g^(t) 
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Laplace transforming both sides of above, yields 
G(s) " L[COS bt GJ(t) + ^  sin bt g^(t); s] 
- Y [GJCS-lb) + GJ(8+lb)] 
+ [GJ(8-lb) - Gj(8+lb)l 
which proves the theorem after simplification. 
s^+a 
Example 4.3. Suppose F(s,,s,,s_,s.) =—s—s— 
(s^+b )(s^+c)(sg+d)(8g+e) 
Then, using (4.3) and Theorem 4.2, we obtain 
( , Qv p, V a+lb a-lb 
^ ^ ' 2bi(s-lb+c+d+e) " 2bi(s+ib+c+d+e) * 
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Example 4.4. Suppose F(8^,82,8^) = —^^ 
(Sj+b >{0(8^+82) +d(Sj+S2)+e} 
Then, by (4.5) and Theorem 4.2, we get 
(4.9) 0(8) = 
2bi{c(s-ib)^+d(s-ib)+«} 2bi{c(s+lb)^+d(s+ib)+e} 
S +a 
Theorem 4.3. If F(8^,82 s^) =-|—2 ®m-r®m+l ' * * * 
8 —b 
then ™ 
(4.10) 6(8) = ^  G^(s-b) +^Gj(8+b) . 
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Proof : As before 
r-2 V 
-«'l 
1 1 
' [-TTz ' Vl'Vl 8^);t,...,t] 
S -b 
m 
= [cosh bt + ^  sinh bt]gj(t). 
On taking the Laplace transform of both sides, and simplifying, one 
obtains the result (4.10). 
Examples can also be constructed as before. 
Theorem 4.4. If 
®n^ s (s +a) ^ 1^® 1 ' * * *'°m-r®m+l ' * * *'®n^ ' 
m m 
then 
(4.11) G(s) =[G^(S) - G^(s+a)] 
Proof : 
g(t) 
*^n^'t =t-=...t =t 
I £. n 
^ l^s (s +a) [F^(s^,...,s^_^,s^^^,...,s^);t,...,t] 
m m 
= ^  (1-e ®*^)g^(t) 
J (gj(t) - e ®^gj(t)) 
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Having Laplace transform on both sides being taken, we have the theorem 
proved. 
Following analogous arguments, it is not difficult to prove 
Theorem 4.5. If 
®n^ ° 2, 2, 2v ^l^®l'***'®m-l'®m+l'*"'®n^* 
then 
(4.12) G(s) = —^ [21a Gj^(s) + Gj(s-la) - (s+ia)] 
2a 
Theorem 4.6. If F(s. ,...,8 ) 5—s-F.Cs, s , ,s ,,... ,s^), 
(4.13) G(s) = [2Gj(s) - G^(s-la) - G^(s+la)] . 
2a 
Theorem 4.7. If F(s^ s^) 1—f" ^1^®1 ®m-r®m+r * * *'®n^ ' 
then 
(4.14) G(s) = [G,(s-a) + G,(s+a) - 2G,(s)] . 
2a''  ^  ^  ^
Example 4.5. Let Fj(Sj^,82,82) 
table of Chen and Chlu (1973) 
(4.15) 
(sj+b)^(s2+b)^(s3+b)^ 
then from the 
An application of Theorem 4.4 gives 
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(4.16) r ^ 5 > I [—^ - t] > 
(Sj+b) (sg+b) (Sg+b) (s^+a)s^ (s+b) (s+a+b) 
Theorem 4.5 yields 
(4.17) ^^ 
(Sj+b) (Sg+b) (Sj+b) (s^+a)8^ 
+ —^ ]. 
a (s+b) (s-ia+b) (s+ia+b) 
Theorem 4.6 produces 
(4.18) 5 5-i — > 
(s^+b) (Sg+b) (Sj+b) (s^+a )s^ 
1- [ 2 1 1 ] 
a^ (s+b)^ (s-la+b)^ (s+ia+b)^ 
and Theorem 4.7 gives 
(s^+b)^(sg+b)^(sg+b)^(s^-a^)s^ 
a (s-a+b) (s+a+b) (s+b) 
2 
s +38 +b 
Theorem 4.8. If F(s^ ,...,s^ ) —^  IT ^ 1^ ®1 ' * * *'®m-l'®m+l ®n^ ' 
(4.20) 0(8) = c_ja^ G (s-c) + C_-A^ G (s+c) -\G,(S) . 2c 2c ^ c ^ 
Proof ; g(t) = f(tj,t2 t^)| 
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, s^+as +b 
I,-l[ ; t] 
^ ^m-r^m+1 ®n''' 
2 
sinh (ct) + ° cosh (ct) - ^ ]gj(t) . 
c c 
Laplace transform on both sides yields 
2 
G(s) = [GJ(S-C) - GJ(8+C)] + ^  2^ [GJ(S-C) + G^(s+c)] 
c 
- & G^Cs). 
c 
We get (4.20) on simplification. Thus the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 4.9. If 
3 2 
s +38 +bs +c 
F(s^,...,s^) = 3 3 ^i^®i'***'®m-l'®m+l'***'®n^ 
then 
(4.21) G(s) = —^ [2(o^+ao^+bo+c)G,(s-a) - 6cG.(s) 
6a''  ^  ^
+ {2o^-(l+ /3 l)aa^-(l- /3 l)ba+2c}G^(s+ 1" /3 i)) 
+ {2o^-(l-/3 l)aa^-(I+/3 i)ba+2c}Gj(s+ ^ (1+ /3 1))] 
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Proof ; Again as before, 
g(t) - tCtj.tj '„)lt - ....h: -t I z n 
3 2 
, s +as +b8_+c , 
o L [ ° 3 3 ;t]L [f^(Sj Vl'®m+l"*"®n ) 
t » • • • > 
= —^ [(a^+aa^+ba+c)exp(ot) 
3a 
+ (2a^-ao^-ba+2c)exp(- ^  t)cos(*^-^^° t) 
+ /3 a(aa-b)exp(- ^  t}8ln('^^^° t) - 3c] g^(t). 
On taking Laplace transform of both sides, we obtain 
G(s) = —^ [(a^+aa^+ba+c)G,(s-a) 
3a 
+ (2a^-aa^-ba+2c) ^  {G^^(s+ y - ^  al) +G^(s+ ^  al)} 
/3 o(aa-b) ^  {G^(s+ J ~ ^  al)-G^(s+ ^  ^  <*i)} 
3cG^(s)] 
—^ [2(a^+aa^+ba+c)G,(s-a)-6cG.(s) 
+ {2a^-(l+/3 l)aa^ - (1- /3 l)ba+2c}G^(s+ ^  (l~/3 1)) 
+ {2a^-(1- /3 l)aa^-(1+ /3 l)ba+2c}G^(s+ ^  (1+ /3 1))] 
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Hence the theorem Is proved• 
Example 4.6 From the table of Chen and Chlu (1973), we have 
A, 
2 2 
^1^^1^2^3^ +b2(82+82+s^)+c^ a^s +b^8+c^ 
then 
(4.22) =4+^2=4+^2 
(a^(s^+82+Sg) +b^(s^+s2+sg)+c J8^(s^-C2) 
'^ 2^ 2^ 2'*'^ 2 . 2^"'^ 2^ 2'*'^ 2 
2cg{a^(s-c2) 4b^(s-cg)+c^} 2c2{a^(s+cg) 4b^(s+c^) +c^} 
b. 
cj(ajs^+bj8+cp 
Is obtained with the use of Theorem 4.8. 
B. Transform Function at a Single Variable 
The results stated In the previous section can be easily applied to 
calculate the Inverse of certain types of multidimensional Laplace 
transform. Note that in finding the associated transform we used 
:uation where for 
i|e using 
dimensional 
Inverse Laplace transform on this function yields a new function G(t). 
It appears that this function G(t) can be extremely useful for the 
evaluation of complicated integrals encountered in taking the inverse 
Laplace transforms. 
t, = t« = ... = t =t. In this section we examine a sit 1 ji n 
a given transform F(s^iS^,...,s^), we evaluate its valu 
s, = s„ = ... = s to obtain a function. The use of one 
I z n 
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Theorem 4.10. Let (1) L[f(t.,t_,...,t );s,,...,s ] = F(s,,...,8 ) 
""""""""""""""""" JL 6 11 X JL T1 
for (8^,Sg,...,8^) in D(A^,Ag A^) then 
(4.23) L F(/F, /b /s);t] = —^ G(t) 
/ s /irt 
where 
» <» , n 2 
G(t) =/ ... /exp[--Tr( I tj ]f(t ,t, t )dt dt ...dt . 
0 0 1=1 n J. ^ n 
Proof. The definition integral in (1) is assumed to be absolutely 
convergent for all s^'s, therefore it is absolutely convergent for 
8^,Sj, such that Re(s^) = Re(Sj) = Re(s) > 0. Thus the definition 
integral in (i) can be written as 
(4.24) F(/s, /s, ..., /s) 
CO oo _ n 
/ ... / exp[-/s( I t.)]f(t.,t_,...t.)dt....dt 
0 0 i=l ^ ^ ^ ® ^ " 
Multiplying both sides by — and using a result 
•i" 
— exp(-/s x) = —^ / — expf-st - ^ )dt 
/; /Ï 0 /t  ^
from Roberts and Kaufman (1966), we have the proof of the theorem. 
Example 4.7. From the equation (3.41), we have 
_1 , TrC2v+2)(2v+4)(2v+7)r(v+l) 1 
^FUs, /s; gZv+B g(2v+9)/4 
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2v+5 
^ tg(2v+9)M " p^2v+9j ^  
Thus, using the theorem 4.10, we obtain 
I L 4t ' , ! %+(3/2) 
. II (2«+2)(2v+4)(2v+7)rh+l) ,(2v+7)/4 
22V^8 
Example 4.8. Again from equation (3.56), we get 
/n-l)/2j.^v +1^ 
/¥, ..., /F) (n+v)/2 + 1 /s 
since, L [ (n+v)/2 + 1 ' " n+v „rn+v-, ^ 
n s 
1 ^(n-h))/2 
s -
Therefore, Theorem 4.10 gives 
" " " 1 9 (t.t_...t ) 
(4.26) / /.../ e*p[- ^  (TJ+T2+"-«„) ] (V1-1)/2 
(~ +...+ —) 
*^1 n 
dt,dt„...dt i Z n 
^ ^  ^ ^2 ^(n+v+l)/2 
v+1 n+v p,n+V\ 
n -Ô- r(-5-J 
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Theorem 4.11. Let (i) l^fCt^.tg s^] = 
F(s J1S2y • • • yS^) for (s 2^ 982y • * * in 1A2 y. • o • Also let 
/t exp[-•^]F(t,t,...,t) be absolutely integrable in (O,»). Then 
00 00 00 
(4.27) / /.../ 
0 0 0 
1 + /a(s+ I t^) 
i=l n 
- exp(- /a(s+ % t ])f(t t ) 
1=1 
dt,dt„...dt i z n 
L[/E" exp(-•^) F(t,t,... ,t) ;s]. 
/tt 
Proof t The definition integral in (i) can be written as 
00 00 n 
(4.28) F(t,t,...,t) =/ .../ f(t,,t-,...,t ) exp(-t % t.) dt,dt„...dt 
0 0 " 1=1 1 1 ^ " 
Multiplying both sides by /t exp(-st -•^) and Integrating in (0,*), 
we have 
(4.29) / /t 
0 
exp[- ^ ]F(t,t,...,t)exp[-st]dt 
00 00 
/ /t exp[-st -Tr]{/ •••/ f(t.,t_,...,t )exp[-t I t ] 
0 Q Q i z n 1=1 1 
dt,dt„...dt }dt 1 z n' 
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00 00 
/ .../ ){/ /t exp[-t(s+I t )--^]dt} 
0 0^ " 0 1=1 1 
dti 1 • • #dtz 1 n 
„ „ _ (1+ M^+ Ï ti)) 
ô-ô"'' 
1=1 
/ n 
• exp[-/a(s+ I t.)]dt,dt,...dt 
i=l 1 i " 
Since the left hand side of (4.29) Is 
L[/t exp(-•^)F(t,t,...,t);s] 
we have the proof of the theorem. 
Example 4.9. From the equation 3.41, we obtain 
" <» 1+ /a(s+t,+t„) 
(4.30) / / ^ 2 
/tit 2 
0 0 (s+t^+tg) 
572" e%p[-/a(s+ti+t2)| 
v+4 4tJ 
v+(3/2) 
(2v+7)r(v+3) ,8.1 
„v+l laJ 
(v+3)/2 
where K^(x) Is called modified Hankel function and is defined as 
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2 I_v(x)-Iv(x) 
2 sinCvïï) 
In terms of 1^, modified Bessel function, which has the definition 
nio ""•(v-tll+U 
Example 4.10. Again from the equation (3.56), we have 
09 0» oa nVa(s+t,+...+t ) 
(4.31) / / .../ ^7?— exp(-/a(s+t,+.. .+t )J 
0 0 0 (s+ti+...+t^)^'^ 
(t t ...t )-^ /2 
dt,dt....dt 
, , (v+l)/2 n t) 
«) 1 
^ (v+n)/2 GXPI- 4t^ :=] 
n t 
— +1 
2 ^  ^(n/2)-ly^v (v+n-2)/4 
;;«i — (f) •<-(v^)/2. 
We obtain some other few results which we will simply state here 
because the proofs use the similar idea of the above theorems. 
Theorem 4.12. Let L[f(t^,t2 t^);Sj^,...,s^] = F(8^,...,s^) 
for (s^,s2,...,s^) in D(A^,A2,...,A^) then 
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(4.32) l"^[f(/8, /S •8);t] =-i-G(t) 
2/% 
where 
G(t) - / .../ ( I t^)exp[-~( I t^) 
0 0 1=1 1"1 
dt.dt....dt 
L c n 
Theorem 4.13. Let L[f(t^,...,t^);8^,...,s^] = F(8^,...,8^) for 
(8^,...,s^) in DCA^.Agi.'.A^) then 
(4.33) L [sF(/s, /s,..., /8);t] =—2 G(t) 
4/ir 
where 
G(t) = / .../ ( I I tj^)^-3]exp[-( I t^)2] 
0 0 i=l " i=l ^  1=1 1 
f(t^,....t^^dt^dtg...dt^ 
Theorem 4.14. If t exp(-•^)F(t,...,t) be absolutely integrable in 
(0,"), then 
-/aT8+ y t. „ exp[ ( I ^)] 
(4.34) j •••/ ————— f(t. , ...,t )dt. dt «. ..dt 
0 0 /~n ^ n L ^ n 
/b+ y t 
i=l 
L[t exp(- ^ 2jF(t,t,...,t);8] 
where F(s^,s2,...,s^) 
f (t J jtg»... • 
is the n-dimensional Laplace transform of 
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We noticed that each of the results obtained in Section A of Chapter 
III produces an Integral and the use of the theorems In this section 
gives a method of evaluating those Integrals* 
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V. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS IN 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
km Telegraph Equation 
As our example In partial differential equations, we will first 
consider the flow of electricity In a transmission line. The basic 
differential equations are 
and a similar one obtained by replacing V(x,t) by I(x,t), where V 
and I represent the potential and current, respectively, at any point 
X along the line at any time t. The quantities R, L, G and C are 
known as line constants and represent the resistance, Inductance, 
conductance to ground and capacitance to ground respectively, per unit 
length of the line. In practice It Is sometimes found that some of the 
constants R, L, G and C may be neglected, which simplifies the 
equations. In particular, in telegraph transmission the leakage G and 
inductance L are so small that they may be neglected so i:hat the 
original equation (5.1), and its analog for I reduce to 
- LC ^  V(x^t2 ^  (RC+GL) 
3t 
+ RGV(x,t) 
(5.2) 
These equations are known as the telegraph equations. It is easy to 
observe that these equations have the same form as the heat equation 
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2 
(5.3) M - a ^  , (t > 0, X > 0) 
with a = ^  , and therefore the flow of current In this case Is 
analogous to the flow of heat in a semi-infinite homogeneous solid with 
X > 0, bounded by the phane x = 0 but extending Infinitely in all 
other directions. 
To obtain information about the potential or current in a telegraph 
line we illustrate the following problem. 
Suppose that the potential in a semi-infinite telegraph line 
initially depends linearly on the distance of the line and a constant 
voltage Uq is applied at the end x = 0. The potential function 
U(x,t) satisfies the equation 
8U 
and the conditions 
U(x,0) = kx, X > 0 
(5.4) U(0,t) = Uq, t > 0 
and 11m is bounded. 
X-H» * 
We will actually solve the heat equation, together with the conditions in 
(5.4) using Laplace transform in two variables. Let w and s denote 
the transformed variable with respect to x and t respectively. Let 
U denotes the transformed function of U either with respect to x or 
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with respect to t or both which will be clear from the variable Inside 
the parentheses. 
Taking Laplace transform of the heat equation using equation (2.19) 
and (2.22), 
or, 
or, 
or, 
or, 
L[UJ.;W,S] = aL[U^^;w,s] 
/ / exp(-wx-st)U (x,t)dxdt 
0 0 ^ 
a/ / exp(-wx-st)U (x,t)dxdt 
0 0 
/ exp(-wx){/ exp(-st)U dt}dx 
0 0 
= a/ exp(-st){/ exp(-wx)U dx}dt 
0 0 ** 
00 00 
/ exp(-wx)(-kx)dx + s/ / exp(-wx-8t)U dtdx 
0 0 0 
-a/ exp(-st) U (0,t) dt 
0 * 
+ aw/ / exp(-8t-wx) U dxdt 
0  0 .  *  
-^ + s U(w,s) 
w 
-a G(s) + aw/ exp(-st){/ exp(-wx)U dx}dt 
0 0 * 
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-a G(s) - aw / exp(-st)dt 
" 0 
+ aw / / exp(-st-wx) U dxdt 
0 0 
which is 
(5.5) 
where 
-a G(s) - Ug + aw^ U(w,s) 
- ^  + sU(w,s) = -a G(s) - Ug + aw^U(w,s) 
w 
0(8) = L[u^(0,t);8] 
which we do not know and therefore must be eliminated. Solving for 
U(w,s) from (5.5) gives 
(5.6) U(w,s) 
G<s) + 2 u - -k; 
aw 
„2 . s 
a 
From the results of one-dimensional Laplace transform, as in Roberts and 
Kaufman, 1966, we have 
L"^[-3i—x] -/isinh/f X 
w — — 
a 
(5.7) L"^[ 2 a '  " cosh x 
w — — 
a 
-Ir k 
2r 2 s 
aw (w - —) 
; x] " - ^  X + /— sinh /— x] 
' J  a ' - s  Y  3  / a - *  
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Therefore inverting (5.6) with respect to w only, we get 
(5.8) U(x,s) - Y [/j G(s) + ^  + 7 /f- ]exp(/|- x) 
+ i [-/i G(=) ~ a /Ï ^ 
Transforming the last condition of (5.4) with respect to s only, we 
have 
U(x,s) 
lim 
X-H» * 
is bounded, which implies from (5.8), that 
G(s) i Yo _ k / a s  a  
Hence (5.6) becomes. 
U(w,s) 
and (5.8) becomes. 
U, 
w + /-
f 2 S\ 
a(w - -J 2/ 2 S\ aw f w - —J 
^ a' 
U /— 
U(x,8) = ^  exp(-/|- x) + J X . 
On taking Inverse transform with respect to s, we obtain 
(5.9) U(x,t) = kx + Ug Erfc 
2/at 
The function in (5.9) represents a formal solution. 
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B. Semi-infinite String 
Let a long string be stretch along the x-axls with one end at the 
origin and let x and U denote the co-ordinates of any point on the 
string at time t, so that the transverse displacement U is a function 
of X and t and the differential equation it satisfies is 
(5.10) aVx^t) ^ g2 a^u(x,t) ^ (x > 0, t > 0) 
at 3x 
where a ™ /r/p, is called the constant of propagation, T being the 
tension in the string and p is the mass per unit length. Let us 
further require that U(x,t) satisfy the boundary conditions 
U(0,t) « f(t), (t > 0) 
(5.11) 
11m U(x,t) a 0, (t > 0) 
X+oo 
The first condition gives the displacement of the end of the string as 
the function of time, and the second condition Implies that at any fixed 
time the motion dies away as it goes along the string. The function 
f(t) has continuous second derivatives and be such that f(0) = 0. In 
addition, let the initial displacement and the initial velocity be zero, 
that is, 
U(x,0) =0, (x > 0) 
(5.12) 
- 0, (x > 0) . 
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The above differential equation (5.10) together with (5.11) and 
(5.12) constitutes a boundary value problem which we will solve by using 
two dimensional Laplace transform method. Let the notation be the same 
as in the previous example. 
Taking the Laplace transform of (5.10) using (2.20) and (2.22) and 
the given conditions, we get 
L[\j.(x.t);w,8] = a^ L[u^^(x,t);w,8] 
or. 
or, 
or, 
/ / exp(-wx-st)U dxdt 
0 0 
2 ^  ^  
= a / / exp(-wx-st) U dxdt 
0 0 
/ exp(-wx){/ exp(-st) U dt}dx 
0 0 
2 00 CO 
a / exp(-8t){/ exp(-wx) U dx}dt 
0  0 * *  
sf exp(-wx){/ exp(-st) U dt}dx 
0  0 * ^  
2 2 " 
-a I exp(-st) U (0,t) dt - a w / exp(-st) f(t) dt 
b * 0 
2 2 
+ a w / / exp(-ws-st) U dxdt 
0 0 
or, 
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(5.13) 
where 
8^ U(w,8) = -a^GCs) - wa^F(8) + w^a^U(w,8) 
G(8) - ;8] and F(s) - L[f(t);8] . 
Since G(s) Is unknown It must be eliminated In order to find the 
solution. Solving U(w,s) from (5.13) 
(5.14) U(w,8) ® G(s) F(s) 
w2_s2 2 2 w -s 
Using the results of Inverse transforms from tables, we obtain 
(5.15) 
!X] • I slnh 
2^ 2 ° cosh (-^l) , 
w^-9^ * 
provided Re(w) > |Re ^  |. Thererfore, 
(5.16) y(^,s) = 0(8) + F(s)] 
(s/a)x 
+ [- •^ G(s) + F(s)] 
-(s/a)x 
The last condition In (5.11) Implies 
11m U(x,s) = 0. 
Using this on (5.16), we must have 
(5.17) G(8) = - — F(s) 
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Hence (5.14) becomes, 
(5.18) 
Finally inverting (5.18) with respect to w, we get, 
U(x,8) = F(s) e and again inverting with respect to t, using 
(2.29), we have the formal solution 
f(t - x/a) if t > -
a 
U(x,t) = 
0 if t < ^  
a 
In particular, if the motion at the end x = 0 is described by a 
function f(t) = 2 sin 3t, then the motion of the string for t > 0 
and X > 0 is 2 sin 3(t - x/a) S(t - x/a) where S is the step 
function given in (2.28). Clearly, this solution satisfy the 
differential equation as well as the boundary conditions. 
C. Cooling of a Semi-Infinite Plate 
The heat transfer for a very thin semi-infinite plate 0 < z < b, 
-"*> < X < 00, and y > 0 at z = 0 and z = b into the surrounding 
medium satisfies 
(5.19) 9U(y»t) 3t 
where h and k are constants. 
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The boundary conditions are 
U(y,0) - 0 
(5.20) U(0,t) = Ug and 
11m U(y,t) = 0 . 
y+oa 
since the problem Is semi-infinite in y and t, the 2-dimensional 
Laplace transform can be used to determine the temperature function. 
Transforming the differential equation, 
L[U^(y,t);n,8] = k L[U (y,t);n,s] - h L[u(y,t);n,s] 
or, 
or, 
/ / exp(-ny-st) U dydt 
0 0 ^ 
k f  f  exp(-ny-st) U dydt 
0 0 
00 CO 
h f  f  exp(-ny-st) U dydt 
0 0 
/ exp(-ny){/ exp(-8t) U dt}dy 
0  0 * ^  
- k f  exp(-st) U (0,t)dt 
0 y 
00 
+ kn / exp(-st-ny) U dydt - h U(n,s) 
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or. 
s/ / exp(-ny-st) U dydt 
0 0 
-k G(8) - kn UQ / exp(-st)dt 
09 00 
+ kn / / exp(-st-ny) u dydt - h U(n,s) 
GO 
which is 
n U_ 
(5.21) sU(ti,s) = k[n u(n,s) - n G(s)] - hu(n ,s) 
where G(s) is the one dimensional transform of 11^(0,t) and n is the 
transformed variable corresponding to y. By using the technique of 
Inverse transforms together with the boundary conditions 
(5.22) G(s) = - ^  ' 
we can solve for U(n»8) from (5.21) 
(5.23) D(n.s) ° 
Now the temperature function U(y,t) can be obtained by inverting 
(5.23) and we find 
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(5.24) U(y,t) 1, /f ^ [ e  Erfcf—^ + /ht) 
2/kt 
Erfc(—^ - /ht )] 
2/kt 
Suppose, however, the problem is to find the time rate of flow of heat at 
the boundary y = 0, the solution of which can be found immediately by 
inverting (5.22). Thus 
(5.25) 
ay y=0 
"n .-ht 
- [S___ _ /h erf(/ht]] 
/k /irt 
D. Electrostatic Potential 
Let U(x,y) denote the electrostatic potential in a space bounded 
by the planes x = 0, y = 0 and y = ir in which the potential is 
maintained as in the figure below. 
U=0 
U=1 
\ 
x 
The solution U(x,y) must satisfy Laplace's equation at all points 
in the space, accordingly, the partial differential equation to be solved 
will be 
(5.26) 3^U(x.y) , 3^U(x.y) ^ ^  
3x^ 3y^ 
I l l  
The boundary conditions are 
U(0,y) . 0 
U(x,Tr)  = 1 
(5.27) 
This problem has boundary conditions of the distributed type; that 
is, the function or its partial derivative is known along different lines 
of the boundary* 
Taking the two dimensional transform of (5.26) and using the 
boundary conditions, we get 
+ L[Uyy(x,y);w,n] = 0 
or. 
00 00 
-/ exp(-ny) u (0,y)dy - w/ exp(-ny) U(0,y)dy 
0 * 0  
2 
+ w U(w,n) - / exp(-wx) U (x,0) dx 
0 ^ 
- n / exp(-wx) u(x,0)dx + y(w,n) = 0 
0 
or. 
(w^+n^) u(w,n) = F(n) + n G(w) 
that is. 
(5.28) 
w +n w +n 
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where P(n) la one dimensional transform of f(y) and G(w) is the one 
dimensional transform of U(x,0). 
6(w) is not known and therefore must be eliminated. One 
dimensional transform of U(x,n) = 1 is given by 
(5.29) U(w,n) . - . 
r>é W 
Inverting (5.28) with respect to n only, we have 
U(w,y) = L ^ [F(ti) 2^ 2 '^3 G(w) cos (wy) 
w +n 
- f(y) • SiS^ 
which is 
y 
(5.30) U(w,y) = — / f(a) sin w(y-a)da + G(w) cos (wy) . 
Wo 
Letting y = ir in (5.30) and from (5.29), 
1 1 IT 
— " — / f(a) sin w(Tr-o)da + G(w) cos (wy) 
w w 0 
solving, G(w) from above, we get 
G(w) = „ [1 - / f(o) sin w(Tr-a)da] 
so (5.30) becomes 
(5.31) U(w,y) ° w%ol%) [1 + f f(») si" w(ci-TT) da] 
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To find the solution U(x,y), we will take the Inverse transform of 
U(w,y) with respect to w only. So 
(5.32) U(x,y) - 2^ / w'^coslw) f f(o) w(a-ir)da]dw 
Since the Inverse transform of (5.31) does not appear In single Laplace 
transform tables, this Inversion must be actually evaluated by the 
Inverse Integral (5.32). 
The poles of e"*U(w,y) are simple, occurlng at w = 0 and 
2x1—1 
w = — for n " 0, ±1, ±2 Accordingly, Cauchy's residue 
theorem can be applied 
(5.33) U(x,y) . Ro[e'^U(w,y)] + % R(2n-l)/2 ' 
n=-<B 
Residue at w = 0 
= llm we^U(w,y) 
w+0 ~ 
= llm e"* coI(%%j + f f(*) w(a-ir)do] 
= 1 . 
Residue at w = 
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hn-l [e"*U(w,y)] 
11m (w- / f(*) w(a-iT)da] 
w + 
2n-l 
11m 
(w- = 
y 
2n-l 
w + 
2n—1 cos (wit) 2n 
— y) 
• [l+ / f(o) sin 
y 
2 
2n-l (o-ïï)do] 
provided 
(w-^) 
w + 
and 
w-
2n-l 
11m 
w + 
2n-l cos (wir) ir sin • IT 
2n-l Therefore, residue at w = —^ Is 
2n-l 
Summln 
' cos y) 
2n-l 1 (2.-1) Sin (3 ,) [1-/ W.ln^(«^)da] 
g up, we get the solution, 
2n-l 
U(x,y) = 1 - - I 
* cos(-?^ y) 
[l + / f(a)sln 
y 
sln(ip TT) 
(a-Tr)da] 
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E. Two Dimensional Heat Equation 
Suppose it is required to find the temperature distribution 
u(x,y,t) for the semi-infinite slab shown in the figure below, when two 
sides of the slab are maintained at the constant temperature zero. The 
initial temperature distribution at all points in the slab being zero. 
U-0 
f(x,t) 
\ 
U-0 
The solution must satisfy the heat equation at all points in the 
slab. Thus the partial differential equation is the two dimensional heat 
equation 
(5.35) 
2 2 9 U . 3 U 
2 2 9x 3y 3t 
and the boundary conditions are 
U(x,y,0) = 0 
U(0,y,t) = 0 
(5.36) U(x,0,t) = 0 
U(x,l,t) = f(x,t) 
|U(x,y,t)| < M 
where f(x,t) must have its two dimensional transform. 
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This kind of problem In partial differential equations In three 
Independent variables has been solved by Jaeger (1940) and Churchill 
(1944) utilizing single Laplace transformations In different methods. 
This solution Is obtained using multiple Laplace transforms* It Is 
assumed that the function f(x,t) Is continuous and have multiple 
transform. 
On taking three dimensional Laplace transform of (5.35) and using 
the first three boundary conditions, we have. 
l'[Uj^(x»y.t);w,Ti,8] + L[Uyy(x,y,t);w,n,s] 
= l'[Uj.(x,y,t);w,n,s] 
or. 
-/ / exp(-8t-ny) u (0,y,t) dydt 
0  0 -  ^  
CO CO 
-  w f  f  exp(-st-ny) U(0,y,t) dydt 
0 0 
+ / / / exp(-st-ny-wx) U(x,y,t) dxdydt 
0 0 0 
09 00 
- / / exp(-st-wx) U (x,0,t) dxdt 
n ft y 
00 00 
- n / / exp(-8t-wx) U(x,0,t) dxdt 
0 0 
g 00 00 0Ô 
+ n / / / exp(-st-ny-wx) U(x,y,t) dxdydt 
0 0 0 
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or, 
/  f  exp(-ny-wx) U(x,y,0) dxdy 
0 0 
+ 8 / / / exp(-8t-ny-wx) U(x,y,t) dxdydt 
0 0 0 
-G(n,8) + u(w,n,s) - H(w,s) + u(w,n,8) 
- s u(w,n,s) 
and thus, 
(5.37) U(w,n,8) . G(n,8) + H(w,8) 
w +n -8 w +ri -s 
where 6(n»s) Is the two dimensional transform of U^(0,y,t) and 
H(w,s) Is the two dimensional transform of Uy(x,0,t). Since G(n, 
and H(w,8) are not known they must be eliminated. 
Inverting (5.37) with respect to n> we have, 
(5.38) UCw.y.s) - H(w,s) -')y 
y 
+ ^ / g(a,s) sln(/w^-s)(y-a)do . 
, 2 0 
•w -s 
where g(y,s) is the one dimensional transform of U^(0,y,t). 
Let the two dimensional transform of f(x,t) be F(w,s) then 
(5.39) U(w,1,8) = F(w,8). 
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Letting y " 1 In (5.38) 
(5.40) U(w,l,s) - H(w,8) — / g(o,s)8ln(/w^-8) (l-o)da 
n /I 0 /w -s /w -8 
2 2 For convenience, let p «» w -s then comparing (5.39) and (5.40), we 
have 
(5.41) H(w,8) = p [F(w,s) - j / g(a,8) sin p(l-a)da] . 
Substituting (5.41) In (5.38) and simplifying, 
(5.42) U(w,y,8) - [sin py F(w,s) - J" g(a,s) sin p(l-a)da 
y 
- / g(a,s) sin pot do] 
P 0 
Transforming the condition |U(x,y,t)| < M using two dimensional 
Laplace transform with respect to x and s we have |u(w,y,s)| < M'', 
which means that U(w,y,s) Is to be bounded for all values of Its 
arguments when the complex variable w and s lie in some right half 
planes. But the function sin p is zero when p = dbmr i.e. 
2 2 
w= » ± / n ï ï + s ,  n  =  0,1 , 2 , . . .  .  There f o r e ,  i t  I s  ne c e s s a r y  t h a t  t h e  
function in the square bracket In (5.42) must be zero when 
2 2 
w = /n ir +8 ; otherwise for each fixed real s there can be no right 
half plane of w through which U(w,y,8) is bounded. Thus we have 
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(5.43) sin rnry Ff/n^ir^+s, s) - / g(o,s)sln mta da 
niT Q 
- ^ / g(o»s) sin mr(l-a)do = 0 
which again can be simplified to obtain 
(5.44) / g(a,s) sin niro da -
0 (-1)  
nitFf/s^TT^+s.sl 
^ » n 1,2,.. • 
Beginning again from (5.42) by inverting it with respect to w. 
(5.45) U(x,y,s) = / e"*U(w,y,s) dw 
Br 
2 2 
w = - /n IT +s are left as singularities of U(w,y,s) for each fixed 
y and s. Assuming F(w,s) has no other singularity. If it does, they 
must be considered now. The singularities of U(w,y,s) as a function 
of w that arise from the branch points of p are removable since we 
can set 
(5.46) sin py ^ 3! ^ ^ 31 
sin p 
w -8 3 
_2 1 
1 _ ^ 1 
and similarly for where c is Independent of w. 
+ ... 
Cauchy's Residue Theorem Is used to evaluate the Integral (5.45). 
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1 1 1  Residue at w =• - /n ÏÏ +s Is obtained as 
, n. my . 
- I g(a,s) sin mrot da] . 
0 
Then using (5.44) the residue becomes 
n. .1. m!z_ [r(-/Â^, s) - f(ZÂ^, . 
(_l)n+Vn^ir^+s 
Therefore (5.45) reduces to 
(5.47) U(x,y,s) = % —nir sin nwy— [F(-/n^iT^+8, s) - F(/n^ir^+s, s)] 
(-l)"+Wi,2+8 
-x/n^TT^+s 
• e 
In order to obtain the solution U(x,y,t) It requires to Invert (5.47) 
with respect to s only. Observe (5.47) Is actually, 
U(x,y,s) = I ^^"n+l^ [F(-/n^Tr^+s, s) - F(/n^iT^+s, s)] 
n=l (-1) 
/TTT" 
-x/n ÏÏ +s 
e 
If we suppose that the Inverse transform of 
2 2 A 2 2 
n If +s, s) - F(/n it +s, s) with respect to s Is h(t) then the 
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solution Is 
(5.48) UCx.y.t) . i ^ d„ 
n-1 (-1)"^ 0 ^ /a 
In particular, if we take f(x,t) " exp(-x-t), then 
(5.49) F(».s) - . 
Equation (5.42) becomes 
(5.50) U(w,y.8) - [(ii^)ÇÏ+8) " I g(a,8)8in p(l^)da 
-  f  g(a,s) sin pa da] 
P 0 
Inverting (5.50) with respect to w only, we get 
(5.51) U(x,y,s) =-^ / exp(wx) U(w,y,s) dw. 
/ 2 2 Here w = -1 and w = -/n ir +s are left as singularities of U(w,y,s) 
for each fixed y and s. Singularities such as those obtained from the 
branch points of p are removable because of (5.46). We used Cauchy's 
Residue Theorem to evaluate the integral in (5.51). Now residue at 
w = -1 
lim (w+l)exp(wx) U(w,y,s) 
w+-1 
e::p (^). 
(1+s) sin /1-s 
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2 2 Residue at w = -/n ÏÏ +8 Is given before, that is, residue at 
2 2 
w = - /n it +8 
mr sin niry j- 1 1 ^ expf-x/n^n^+sl 
(_l)a+Vn^ir^+s 1 - /n^n^+s 1 + /n^ir^+s 
2mr sin niry expf-x/n^n^+sl 
(-l)^(s+n^ir^-l) (s+1) 
Therefore from (5.51), we have 
(5.52) u(x,y,s) . ex&Çsçlj&knjc/ï:; 
~ (l+s) sin /1-s 
+ 2v I n(-l)" sin rnry expf-x/n^ff^+sl 
n='. (s+l)(s-Hi^TT^-l) 
In order to find the solution of the given problem the expression in 
(5.52) is required to be Inverted with respect to s only. Thus 
(5.53) U(x,y,t) "2^ / expCst) UCx,y,s)da 
Let v(y.t) . -jV / sin j, 
^ Br (l+s) sin /l-s 
As long as we use the same branch of the function /l-s in both the 
numerator and denominator, the quotient is as follows: 
l-s 2 
..rr-T y -
(5.54) sin y/Fi" y " 3r y + 
sin /l-s 1 - + ... 
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It appears that the singularities are at 
2 2 8 = -1 and s " 1 - n IT (n = 1,2,...) . 
Residue at s = -1 
11m (l+s) exp(st) sin j^-s 
B+ -1 (l+s) sin /l-s 
exp(-t) sin /2 y 
sin /2 
2 2 Residue at s = 1 - n ir 
11m 
s + (l-n^n^) (l+s) sin /l-s 
(s-H-n^ir^)exp(9t) sin y/l-s 
(-1)" expFd-n ÏÏ )t1sln mry 
2mr(2-n^Tr^) 
Therefore 
(5.55) 
Now L ^ [exp(-x /n^TT^+s); t] 
.n+1 
r(y,t) = sln_/^ exp(-t) + % -Czll 
sin v 2  n=l 2mr(2-n ir ) 
sin niry exp[ (l-n^iT^)t] . 
2  2 .  
2/7 t3/2 
ex: p[-n Tf t - ^ ] 
and l"^ [• 
(s+l)(s+n^n^-l) (2-n^m^) 
; t] i-y- [exp[ (l-n^ir^)t] - exp(-t)] 
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Hence using convolution theorem on the second portion of (5.52) and using 
(5.55) for the first portion we find the solution, 
(5.56) U(x,y,t) = Gin 7 exp(-x-t) 
sin / 2  
» / ^.n+1 , 2 
+ I  5-5" SIN nïïy exp[ (1-n IT )t-x] 
n=l 2nn(2-n IT ) 
• [exp[-t + a(l-n^ïï^)] - exp[-a+t(l-n^'ir^)] ]do. 
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VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis Is primarily devoted to the theoretical development of 
the Operational Calculus based on the definition of n-dlmenslonal Laplace 
transform, for n > 2. Laplace transform can be defined either as a 
unilateral Integral or a bilateral Integral. We focussed our attention on 
the unilateral Integral. With the unilateral Integral definition, we 
have the theory of n-dlmenslonal Laplace transform. Multidimensional 
transform of functions containing n variables are successfully derived 
and explicitly presented by a set of theorems, in addition, some 
important theorems for obtaining inverse transform in n-dimenslons are 
also Included and discussed with illustrative examples. These results on 
Laplace transform and inverse Laplace transform in n-dimenslons will be 
very useful for solving problems in various disciplines including 
Applied Mathematics, Physics and Engineering. Moreover, availability of 
these results will further enhance the use of n-dlmenslonal Laplace 
transform and help future development of more theoretical results in this 
direction. 
While dealing with the problems in nonlinear system analysis in 
multivarlables, for example, solving nonlinear multlvarlable differential 
or integrodlfferential equation with terms of mixed dimensionality, it is 
required to find the inverse of multidimensional Laplace transform and 
then evaluate it at a single variable. The inverse of multidimensional 
Laplace transform at a single variable is normally achieved by a method 
known as the Association of Variables. We have established several new 
and useful theorems on association of variables. Particular attention 
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was given towards the derivation of associated transform for some given 
transformed functions In n-dlmenslons. These results can be very useful 
for analytical solutions of the problems that frequently occur In system 
engineering. 
With the concept of association of variables technique we have 
examined the situation where a transformed function In n-dlmenslons Is 
first evaluated at a single transformed variable and Is then taken single 
dimensional Inverse Laplace transform. It appears that this new approach 
shows a way of evaluating very complicated Integrals In very straight 
forward manner. However, It Is expected that more applications of this 
approach will appear In our future work. 
As direct applications of multidimensional Laplace transform, 
several boundary value problems characterized by partial differential 
equation are explicitly solved. These Include the flow of electricity in 
a transmission line, semi-infinite string problem, heat transfer for a 
thin plate, electrostatic potential problem and temperature distribution 
for the semi-infinite slab problem. We should note that the electro­
static potential problem and the temperature distribution for the semi-
infinite slab problem use Cauchy's Residue theorem to accomplish the 
inverse transform. 
In brief, this research work really investigated, explored and 
developed the theory of n-dimensional Laplace transform and its various 
uses. 
Several problems on n-dimenslonal Laplace transform as well as 
inverse Laplace transform are still under investigation. Once 
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successfully completed, all the results of this dissertation can easily 
be compiled with the new results in a tabular form. When such a table 
containing the results on multidimensional Laplace transform and Inverse 
Laplace transform becomes available, It will prove extremely beneficial 
to all the future researchers in Engineering and Physical Sciences. 
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